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A theoretical study of the heat and rnass transfer occurring

in a cooled bed of unconsolidated porous rnaterial perrneated by a

flow of warrn saturated air is presented and experirnentally verified.

The analysis dernonstrates that the spacewise rnoisture dis-

tribution is dependent upon the following four quantities:

I. G- C l'/Xr-, a d.irnensionless pararneter relatinga prn ' e'
the therrnodynarnic characteristics of the systern.

, ("-)'- ,, or equivalently (zG^vrL)/ki"oP", a dirnen-

\t"/
sionless pararrreter characterizing the fluid dynarnic

properties of the flowing gas and the physical nature of

the porous rnaterial.

3. T , the inlet air flow ternperature.
o
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4, a T, the ternperature drop between the flow entrance and

exit of the bed.

The nurnerical solutions of the governing non-Iinear differ-

ential equalion indicate that perfect rnoisture uniforrnity is nearly

irnpossible to attain. However, the ultirnate use of this condensa-

tion process iE for vapor irrigation and although perfect rnoisture

uniforrnity is desirable, it is not necessary. It is felt in this work

that a rnaximurn variability of 5 percent would be adequate for

practiCal application of the process. Operation charts have been

cornpiled which indicate the necessary operating conditions to ob-

tain a moisture variability of 5 percent or 1ess. Conditions that

yield a moisture variability of Z percent are also illustrated.

Generally, it is shown that the rnoisture distribution rnay be

predicted and controlled. However, therrnal conductivity of rnost

porous materiale is so low that the required flow rate is too srnall

to yield a satisfactory condensation rate. To increase the con-

densation rate, metal pins have been placed in the bed to irnprove

the therrnal conductivity thus accornmodating high rnass flow rates.

These pins, when properly shaped, yield an acceptable rnoisture

distribution and may increase the condensation rate as rnuch as

300 tirnes. For this reason, pins find great utility in practical

applications where rapid condensation is required.

The experirnental results were in good agreernent with the



theoretical predictions. In all cases it was found that if the para-

rneters were controlled in accordance with the operational charts,

then the rnoisture uniforrnity would be within the predicted bound.
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THE CONTROL OT'MOISTURE CONDENSED FROM
SATURATED AIR FLOWING THROUGH COOLED POROUS MEDIA

INTRODUC TION

A rnethod of applying rnoisture uniforrnly to soils has long been

needed to facilitate research concerning the effects of rnoisture con-

tent and rnoisture availability on plant physiological processes.

Various rnethods have been investigated in the past with relatively

meager success and little practicability.

In I959 John 'Wolfe (23) presented his doctoral thesis which

dealt with a vapor irrigation rnethod. In essence, this method con-

sisted of forcing warrn, saturated air along a path through a soil

colurnn which was cooled by a heat exchanger at the flow exit. The

saturated air was thus cooled causing rnoisture to be condensed as

it perrneated the porous bed. The prirnary concern was in estab-

Iishing and rnaintaining a distribution of dew-point ternperatures and

pressures to yield a uniforrn rnoisture distribution throughout the

soil colurnn.

In his experirnentation 'Wolfe used heating grills equally spaced

through the soil colurnn in an atternpt to establish and rnaintain a

ternperature distribution such that uniforrn condensation would take

place. This rnethod was not entirely successful, but it did dernon-

strate the possibilities of the approach.
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In later work c. Y. shen (I6) developed theoretically and dern-

onstrated experirnentally a rnethod for predicting the rnoisture dis-

tribution condensed frorn saturated air flowing through cooled porous

rnedia. In this work the ternperature distribution was established by

the ternperature drop through the bed and by the pararneter

nG C /K Once the length, physical properties, and boundary ternp-ap'e

eratures of the bed had been fixed, the ternperature distribution was

changed by increasing or decreasing the rnass flow rate of saturated

air.

In conjunction with Shenrs work, John Postlewaite (I4), ex-

plored the criteria necessary for obtaining a spacewise uniforrn

rnoisture distribution. In the analysis the condensation rate, as it

appeared in the basic equations developed, was restricted to be a

constant. It was then experirnentally dernonstrated that one of the

critical factors governing the rnoisture distribution was the ratio

G-/K and that this ratio should have a value of approxirnately 3.65a'e
to 3.75ta-. oI-f tt - Btu for spacewise uniforrn condensation.IN

The present study is an extension and cuknination of the in-

vestigations rnade by wolfe, shen, and Postlewaite. The objectives

of this work are the rneasurernent of and developrnent of a rnethod

for controlling the distribution of rnoisture condensed frorn saturated

air flowing through cooled porous beds. The rnajor portion of the

analysis and experirnentation is devoted to the special case of uniforrn



condensation since this has practical use in vapor irrigation. In

particular it was desired to deterrnine and evaluate the quantities

that influence condensation in cooled porous beds and arrive at a

rnethod for predicting the conditions necessary for obtaining space-

wise rnoi sture uniforrnity.

In the previous work it has been custornary to irnpose assurrp-

tions that elirninate variable coefficients and linearize the govern-

ing differential equation. For this reason the theory developed by

Shen and Postlewaite is extrernely restrictive in that it does not re-

Iate the influence of the pressure distribution or the effect of the

change of boundary ternperatures. It is contended that the govern-

ing differential equation rnay not be linearized nor rnay the variable

coefficients be elirninated if a correct and clear understanding of

the condensation process is to be gaineci. In previous work the

analysis has been carried out in terrns of two distinct ternperature

distributions, the gas ternperature and the solids ternperature. The

present study deals only with the mean ternperature which is defined

as the rnean value of the gas ternperature and solids ternperature.

solutions of the governing differential equation have been ob-

tained through the use of high speed computing machinery. The

solutions that indicate a variability of five percent or Iess are Pre-

sented in terrrrs of operational charts so that the optirnurn operating

conditions rnay be fixed with litt1e difficu.ity. Experirnental



verification of the theory has been carried out using porous beds

cornposed of glass beads, flaky alurninum, or sandy soi1.



THEORE TICAL DEVE LOPMENT

The systern under consideration consists of a bed of uncon-

solidated porous rnaterial confined in a rnanner such that a flow of

air, saturated with water vapor, firay be forced through the systern.

The boundary ternperature at the f low exit is rnaintained sornewhat

lower than the boundary temperature at the flow entrance so that

the saturated air will be cooled as it is forced through the porous

bed. Figure I shows the general configuration of the flow systern

in conjunction with the entrance and exit conditions of the saturated

air.

G
a

P ,T ,(,ooo

G
a

PL, TL ,'L

insulated
wall

Figure 1. Cross-sectional view of the flow systern

The saturated air enters the systern at ternPerature To ,

pressure Po , &nd corresponding specific hurnidity oo. The rnass

{
PorouJ
rnaterial

I



flow rate of dry air is denoted by Ga. As the air-vapor rnixture

flows through the bed it undergoes a decrease of pressure and ternp-

erature and finally leaves the particulate rnaterial at a pressure

P", ternperature T", and corresponding specific hurnidity r,r,.

The pressure and ternperature distribution are assurned to be such

that the air rernains saturated as it passes through the porous bed.

It is also assurned that variations norrnal to the rnean flow path are

negligible and that quasi-steady state conditions persist. The anal-

ysis is based on the concept that the ternperature difference between

the solid particles and the perrneating fluid is small. Therrnal con-

ductivity in this work is defined as the net effect of conduction, con-

vection, and radiation, through thebed. To rernain consistent with

the literature, it is terrned t'apparent, effective therrnal conductiv-

ity ".

Applying the principles of conservation of rnass to an in-

finitesirnal elernent of the bed (see Appendix A) yields the follow-

ing differential equation:

G gg + w(x) = oaox

where W(x) is the condensation rate per unit volurne. This ex-

pression states that the change in the arnount of rnoisture held in

vapor forrn is precisely the arnount of rnoisture condensed within

the elernent.



An energy balance applied to the infinitesirnal elernent (see

Appendix A) gives a differential equation of the following forrn:

K
e

?
d-T
J.clx

+-(Gh)-clx rn
W(x)uf - o

l,<

Here K' is the apparent, effective therrnal conductivity of the bed,
e

G is the rrrass flow rate of the air-vapor rnixture, hr. is the enthalpy

of the rnixture, and E, is the rnean internal energy of the condensate.

By using equation I and the therrnodynarnic relationships, dh : COdT

and C =toC + C one m.ay reduce equation Z and arrive atprn pv pa

az.r l-""%,,1 o, ["Jr-l dc,,(x)r- L;:-] ; -lil;= L

where e is the rnean specific heat of the air-vapor rnixture.
prn

Introduction of the dirnensionless variables 0 = , d,rn and

F.tg

and ( - x/L reduces the above expression to

azg de d<,r( E)

.:z -qa'6 eT-E-
dg

whered = G C L.' aPrnF
e

Equation 3 is the basic

heat and rnass transfer in the

once to yield de t tA
AE 91U

differential equation governing the

porous systern. It rnay be integrated

r-l-oo) *L,(6)-,:J --Mo. 4



The subscripted syrnbols above indicate the

quantity at f = 0. The quantity Mo indicates

sionless ternperature gradient at [ = 0.

value of the particular

the value of the dirnen-

Through the use of the psychrornetric expression or = 0.6ZZPv,

P-P

rf(I-E) + Il ' - P

tants, PL is the barornetric

pressure. The quantity rrL is

the pressure distribution

ing relationship:

/o \'I olt; I -r.
\^ t-/\/

"IThe quantities A, B, and C are cons

pressure and F is the rnean vapor'v
a dirnensionles s pararrleter relating

within the systern through the follow

specific hurnidity may be written as a function of 6 and 0 (see

Appendix C):

,, (6) :
ZAE +BE + C

+=

After substitution of equation 5 into 4 the expression becornes

where

v (+,t) : ", [+(t - g)

aeZ + Beoo
P" [,.], + I]t- P1

I
+ Il2- P,v

+C



Equation 6 is the differential equation governing the conden-

sation process in the systern under consideration. The expression

is in general a function of the four quantities Q , +, 0o, and Mo.

The constants, valid over the range 55of'< T < 85oF, are as

follows:

A = 4389.0 in. Hg

B = -74.28 in. Hg

C = 0. 507 in. Hg

F,-= O.8ZZ in. Hg
v

A rnethod for expressing e (g)in terrns of elernentary func-

tions is not apparent, hence solutions by nurnerical procedure

have been carried out.
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ANALYTICAL RESULTS - OPERATIONAL CHARTS

Operational charts have been cornpiled frorn the nurnerical

solutions of equation 6 (see Appendix D) so that one rnay quickly

deterrnine the correct value of rnass flow rate to obtain a prescrib-

ed rnoisture uniforrnity for fixed boundary ternperatures. Theory

indicates that it is nearly irnpossible to attain a condition of per-

fect uniforrnity, hence one rnust be satisfied in rnaintaining a bound

on the variation. The following figures are graphical illustrations

of the conditions necessary to attain a theoretical variability, 0,

of 5.0 percent or Iess. Plots of O:2.0 percent are presented as

the shaded bands.

Figure Z shows the rnaximurn perrnissible variation of the

flow pararneter, Q, (i.e. 
"^dorn"/K*1 

to attain oU and \as a

function of A T, where To is fixed and $ - 0. The subscripts 5

and Z indicate that the rnaxirnurn variability is 5 percent and Z

percent respectively. The pararneter rf was set at zero in this

figure because this represents the condition in the present work.

Plots of a sirnilar nature rnay be constructed frorn the graphical

illustrations shown in figures 7 - lZ, for values of rp other than

zero. Figure Z not only presents the perrnissible variation it Q,

but also illustrates the change in Q that rnust take place to main-

tain a preseribed C as A T is changed.
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The graphical illustrations presented in figure 3 show the

allowable variation in the rnid-point ternperature, e (. 5), (i. e.

t ttll - TLI /lro - ,rl )u." a function of a T, for fixed To

and r.f - 0, to maintain O S and Oa.

Figures 4 through 6 are plots of the perrnissible mid-point

ternperature as a function of rf where To and A T are fixed. These

graphs are useful under conditions which render { = 0. Opera-

tional charts sirnilar to figure 3 rnay be constructed frorn these

figures for various values of V, or they rnay be used directly.

A detailed discussion of the effects of Q , +, To and a T

on the condensation process is given in pages Zl-32. AIso presented

are additional charts where Q is plotted as a function of rp for

fixed T and A T. These charts are helpful in understanding the
o

effects of changes in the various pararneters.

Use and Discussion of the Analytical Results and Operational Charts

The nurnerical results have dernonstrated the effects of S ,

+, T_, and A T on the condensation process and it is now shown'o

how to apply these theoretical results in practice. In particular

it is assurned that the uniforrnity desired is O < 5.0 percent thus

subjecting the parameters to the restrictions illustrated in the

following oPerational charts.

Physically, the quantities To and A T rnay be easily set and
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controlled with equiprnent such as was used in the present study.

One would first set the inlet ternperature To 5t the highest practi-

calvalue. This is done because the theory indicates that the

rnoisture distribution will be the rnost uniforrn for a A T above

10otr'when T- is a maximum. Next, the operational charts (figure
o

Z rnay be used if rp : 0) are consulted to establish the maximurn

A T which is possible, The quantities O, and rf dictate what this

value is. The outlet temperature T, is then set so that variations

ir Q and rf may be tolerated without exceeding the theoretical

desired rnoisture variability, O .

Until a flow had been established, + is unknown, but init-

ially it may be assumed to be zero, Since rf , To, and A T are

now fixed, the optirnurn value of Q rnay be found frorn the opera-

tional charts. If the bed apparent effective therrnal conductivity

L7

is known, the rrrass flow rate

Gd LIation6=aprnwhere
*-

e

G
a

e

may be deterrnined frorn the re-

L is constant.
Pm

This rnethod is quite satisfactory for establishing the initial

flow rate in a dry bed, but cornplications set in after the process

has begun. The bed apparent, effective therrnal conductivity

becornes a dynarnic property when condensation is taking place,

for it is a function of rnoisture content and the rnodified Reynolds

nurnber (see Appendix E). This requires a knowledge of two facts.
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First, data rnust be available which relate K''' ," a function of the
e

rnoisture content for the particular bed at hand. If these data are

available then one rnust also have knowledge of the rnoisture con-

tent of the bed at any particular tirne. A calculation of the required

flow rate thus inherits any error introduced by the above estirna-

tions. To by-pass this problem a rnethod involving only ternpera-

ture rneasurernent is proposed.

Once the geornetry, physical nature, and boundary tempera-

tures of the bed have been fixed, the ternperature distribution rnay

be changed by two rnodes only: (I) a change of flow rate, (Zl a

change of therrnal conductivity. For fixed values of rf, To, and

A T, the cornputer solution of equation 6 yields a unique tempera-

ture distribution for each of the various values of +. Now,

GC L+=t
K

e

and is assumed to be independent of the space variable g . This
J,

rneans that K does not vary with E .
e

Suppose that during a test rf, To, and A T are held constant

and Q has sorne particular value, Qo. As tirne passes, conden-
>l<

sation will take place and presurnably, K" will increase uniforrnly

throughout the systern. Thus Q will no longer equal 0 o, brt

will equal sorne lesser value. If the flow rate is increased such
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that Q again equals Qo, the condition of the systern will be the

:F

sarne as before except G" and K 
" 

will have increased. This means

that the temperature distribution rnay be held constant rnerely by

adjusting the flow rate G" such that $ is constant. Actually, any

change in G will also cause a change ir {. However, the changes"a
in G indicated here are srna1l and the corresponding changes of

a

{ *ay be neglected.

Since a unique ternperature distribution corresponds to each

value of Q , one interrnediate ternperature rnay be used for identi-

fication of the entire distribution. It is convenient to use the rnid-

point, e (. 5). Thus in practical application, one would adjust the

flow rate so that e (.5) corresponds to a ternperature distribu-

tion that yields a OU condition.

Plots of the permissible rnid-point ternperature variation

that theoretically guarantees a rnoisture variability of 5. 0 percent

or less, have been compiled from the cornputer output and are

illustrated in figures 3 through 5. The procedure then is to ad-

just the flow rate so that the rnid-point ternperature is the rnaxi-

rnum allowabIe va1ue. As condensation takes place the therrnal

conductivity will increase causing the mid-point ternperature to

decrease. When the ternperature reaches its rninirnurn allowable

value, the flow rate is then increased such that the ternperature

is again near the rnaxirnurn value.
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If the mid-point ternperature is kept within the bound of vari-

ation that is indicated by the charts, then the allowable variation

of the flow pararneter, Q , will not be exceeded. This technique

is a sirnple procedure and it elirninates the errors introduced by
)k

calculating the flow rate frorn the equation: G, = 
* 

" 
Q

CLprn

In general, the nurnerical results show that only certain

values of + , +, To, and a T will yield a rnoisture distribution

with Iess than a given variability. In previous work, flow rate

was thought to be the chief influential factor and that Q should

have one fixed value for uniforrn condensation. The present work

indicates that this is not the case, for the optirnurn value of 0 ,

Q optri" shown to be a function of the pararneters {, To, and A T.

This rneans that if a rnoisture distribution within the prescribed

bound of variability were obtained under set values of the flow

rate, pressure drop, and boundary ternperatures, then the same

degree of rnoisture uniforrnity could not in general be obtained

in the sarne bed for the sarne flow rate if the boundary ternpera-

tures are changed in any way.

The effects of the four quantities Q , +, To, and A T on the

condensation process will be discussed individually to avoid con-

fusion. Operational plots of + vs + for fixed To and A T are

shown in figures 7 through. lZ. An illustration of the condensation
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rate as effected by A T and rp is shown in figure 13.

The Effect of Q on the Condensation Process

tr'or fixed rp , To, and A T there will be a value of Q for

which the rnost uniforrn rnoisture distribution will occur. This

is not to say that the moisture distribution will be perfectly uni-

forrn; but it will have a rninirnurn variability for sorne value of + .

The amount 0 rnay be allowed to deviate frorn the optirnurn con-

dition depends on S , To, and A T and on the rnaxirnurn allowable

variability, O (see figures 7 through 12).

If the flow rate is too high, then + will be larger than the

rnaxirnurn value,Q,rr"*, and the temperature distribution will

assume a shape such as shown in figure 14. The rnaxirnurn arnount

of rnoisture will be deposited, for this case, near g -- I. 0. The

initial portion of the bed will receive very little condensation as a

result of the srnall ternperature drop in this region. As the flow

rate is decreased, + is depressed and the temperature distribu-

tion tends toward the straight line connecting the inlet and outlet

ternperatures. At a certain point the flow rate will be decreased

such that the value of + will be within its perrnissible variation.

This is shown in the ternperature band enclosed by the 0,rr"*

and d curves. Further reduction of the flow rate causes the' rnln

ternperature distribution to fall below that given by +-.,-, and
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the rnoisture deposition will increase rnore rapidly near the flow

entrance.

The Pararneter r,l.r and its Effect on the Condensation Process

The pararneter { is a rneasure of the total pressure drop

through the bed and is given as

+= -l

or as Z G^v,L
qr=

k'. P_lso 1-

The first expression is the rnost useful when a rrreans for rneasur-

ing the pressure drop across the bed is available. If the intrinsic

perrneability is known, the second expression is useful for it re-

Iates the factors that influence the pressure distribution.

The nurnerical solutions indicate that an increase of r.l.r rnust

be followed by a change of $ if the desired moisture uniformity

is to be rnaintained (see figures 7 through l2). Here again, To

and A T are fixed. If all other factors rernain constant, Q is

increased by decreasing k'i"o. A decrease of k'i"o arise s natural-

ly during the condensation process as a result of the condensed

rnoisture tending to decrease the pore space. Thus, as time

(;)'
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passes during the condensation Process, rl.r is continuously increas-

irg.

Suppose for the mornent this dynarnic process is fixed and

all the variables associated with the systern are fixed. If the bed

is replaced by another porous medium composed of finer particles

and exposed to the exact conditions of the first bed, the spacewise

deposition of rnoisture will change. In order to attain the uniforrn-

ity of condensation enjoyed by the first bed, the flow rate rnust be

changed (i. e. + rnust be changed). Figures 7 througl,L LZ indicate

that the permissible variation of + changes as t],r changes. Gen-

erally, it is seen that an increase of rf will irnprove the possibility

of attaining O, when A T is greater than l5oF. However, when

A T is l0otr' or less, an increase of { does not affect the Q band

width to any extent until the optirnurn value of Q has passed the

rninirnurn. At this point the perrnissible variation of + , to ob-

tain a given O , tends to decrease as rf.r becornes larger

Another feature of increasing rrU is that it also increases the

range of A T over which the desired uniforrnity rnay be attained.

This fact is not explicit in the operational charts, but it is indi-

cated by figure 9 and the top illustration in figure 10. The chart

that shows T = 80oF and A T = IOoF indicates that the condition
o

A, is easily obtained if + = 0.24. However, if A T is increased
L

to l5oF (see bottorn illustration in figure 9) it is not quite possible
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to attain the condition Or. The top chart in figure l0 shows that

neither 6 Z or OU rnay be obtained if A T is increased to 2Oop.

Thus, .IsoF is near the rnaxirnum A T that rnay be used to obtain

the condition OZ. If rf is increased to 0. 5, these sarne figures

show that 6 , rnay be easily obtained when A T = I5oF and OS

rnay be obtained when A T = ZOoF. This indicates that A T rnay be

increased when rl.r i.s.increased, for a given condition, O .

Figure 13 illustrates how the pressure drop pararneter, ,.f ,

influences the rnaxirnurn condensation rate when To and O are

prescribed. These curves all terrninate at A T = l5oF, thus they

do not illustrate the rnaxirnurn A T possible for any particular

value of r,|l.

The Effects of the Boundary Ternperature To on the Condensation

Proce s s

lMhen the boundary ternperature To is increased, the opti-

rnurn value of S decreases. The cornputer output also showed

that the rnaxirnurn possible A T which rnay be used to attain a given

O condition will becorne Iarger when To is increased. In partic-

ular, O- couldnotbe obtainedwhenT =75oFand AT= 20oF.)o
However, figure 12 shows that OU rnay be obtained when To =

85ol'and A T = 20oF. As a first thought, it would seern that an

increase in T would increase the condensation rate. The cornputer
o
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solutions indicate that increasing To has no rnajor effect on the con-

densation rate and, in fact condensation rate is nearly inciepenAent

of T This sterns frorn the idea that 0 is depressed as T
o - -oPt ' o

is increased. Thus as T is increased holding A T constant, the
o

flow rate rnust recede while Ato increases in such a rnanner that

the condensation rate rernains nearly constant.

The Effects of the Tem rature DroprA T, on the Condensation
Proces s

The temperature drop has rnajor irnportance since for fixed

r.! and T the rnaxirnurn condensation rate occurs when A T is at'o

the maxirnuln perrnissible value. It is of the utrnost irnportance

to note that A T rnay not be chosen arbitrarily. The values of {,

T , and allowable variation of rnoisture distribution cornpletely
o

dictate A T. If a T is increased, d , - also increases, but the' 'oPt

band. width is depressed. As stated before, A T rnay be increased

to a point such that no Q will exist which will give rise to the

prescribed rnoisture uniforrnity. This value of A T depends on

r-U and T and is increased by increasing {.r and T independently orY--^- o - ' o

sirnultaneously (see figures Z - 6).

The Effect of Variable Thermal Conductivity on the Condensation
Proce s s

As a result of experirnental success with tapered pins, it
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was thought that the variation

desired conditions. If K'r is
e

then O also depends on t:

K'* (E) = K'i'ee

of K in the analysis would lead to
e

dependent on the space variable E

?
A -AE-sD-

+

A
s

CC L
+ (g) = -?*K (g )

Subsequently, the bed apparent, effective therrnal conductivity

was expressed as a function of the arnount of pin area in the cross-

sectional of the bedl

HH',]
where K is the therrnal

P

the cross-sectional area

(measured at the base of

area of the test section.

Thus,
+ (g ) =

conductivity of

of the portion

the pins), and

the pin rnaterial, A= is
p

of the bed that is pins

A is the cross-sectional
s

GC La prn

K''' r- a -A Lze I s p'
L"

S

.L'J(d,t

This spacewise dependent flow pararneter was used in place of

the pararneter Q in the cornputer Program. The nurnerical re-
>F

sults indicated that expressing Ke (g), as shown above, would

not lead to a desirable theoretical rnoisture uniforrnity. As an
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indication, when T - 75oF, A T = l0oF, and { = 0 the best vari-
o

ability obtainable was O = 16. 0 percent.
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APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

Apparatus

The apparatus used to verify these predictions was essent-

ially the same one ernployed by John Postlewaite (I4) and C. Y.

Shen (I6) except for modifications of the test section and test sec-

tion flow entrance. As shown in figure I5, saturated air at con-

stant temperature was supplied to the test section from a saturation

tank (S-feet high and I-foot in diarneter) which received the rnetered

air frorn a colrlpressing unit. Upon leaving the saturation tank the

saturated air passed throug:n ZO, V8-inch inside diameter tubes

approxirnately 5-inches long which were ernbodied in rnolded

'ruralane" insulation. The purpose

of these tubes was to reduce the

free convection between the sat-

uration tank and.the test section.

After passing through the tube

bundle the air flowed into the

entry charnber which is shown

in figure I6. This region, (6

inches in diarneter and 3f 4 incln

deep) was located between the

tube bundle and the test section.

sCHltATlc OI cEAM OF
YAPOR-AIC SUPPLY sYSTEIY1

Nasouh6

lE ,a<lroi

tapranox ni(

SATUEATED WATIE
A ND IEST SECTIOX

5.

ro outu

Figure I
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The test section, shown in figure 15, consisted of a 5. 5-inch

diarneter plastic tube which was insulated radially by a l-inch thick-

ness of rnolded rturalanerr. Test section lengths of l. 5-inches and

3. 0-inches were used. Pressure taps and thermocouple probes

were located at seven equally spaced axial locations. The Porous

rnaterial was held in place at the bottorn by the heating elernent

assembly and at the top by a perforated cooling plate.

The general theory indicated that a temperature gradient rnust

exist at the flow entrance which implied that heat was being trans-

ferred across that boundary. If not supplied by an external source,

this heat transfer would result frorn convection between the inflow-

ing air stream and the boundary of the rnediurn. Thus, there would

be a sharp decrease of the air ternperature near the entrance of the

bed. Since the rnixture was initially saturated this condition would

cause the formation of water droplets in the air strearn which

would-."s.ubsequently be carried into the porous bed. To avoid this

undesirable situation a heater was installed at the flow entrance

to supply the heat required to satisfy the ternperature gradient at

that point.

The heating elernent assembly consisted of a circular grate

covered with 250-rnesh phosphor-bronze wire cloth which supported

the heater itself. The heater was fabricated frorn No. 30 Con-

stantan wire which was placed on the screen in a spiral fashion
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and had a total resistance of 39 ohrns. Power was regulated with

an auto-transforrner and was deterrnined by the voltage drop across

the heater.

The ternperature of the saturation tank was controlled by an

Electron - 0 - Therm Sr. ternperature controller and was rnain-

tained with * O. loF of the desired value. Cooling water was sup-

plied to the cooling plate (heat exchanger) from one of two different

sources during the project. First, a constant ternperature bath

was employed which was rnaintained within t 0. toF of the desired

value by an Electron - 0 - Therrn Sr. controller. Later, taP

water was used which could be rnaintained with * 0. ZoF. Although

tap water had this larger ternperature variation, i t was quite

satisfactory and also elirninated the expensive equiprnent required

by the constant temperature bath.

Procedure

In preparing the porous material for test, the therrnocouple

probes are first placed in the test section with an accuracy of

+ Lf 64ir.cln. If the bed under consideration has pins, the rneasur-

ing junctions are located such that they are equidistant from ad-

jacent pins. The test section, bolted to the cooling plate, is then

filled with the porous material. The heating elernent assernbly

with retaining screen is then attached to the section entrance and
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the entire arrangernent is vibrated to increase the uniforrnity of

cornpaction.

Dry air is then forced through the porous rnaterial to deter-

mine the pressure distribution. If the distribution is approxirnate-
I

ly that predicted by the Darcy law (i. e. P(g)= PL[{l(I-6)+ I]z),

the bed is acceptable for test. If not, the rnaterial rnust be re-

packed. Once a bed has been accepted for test, the apparent,

effective therrnal conductivity may be established as outlined in

Appendix E.

Before the flow is started, the desired boundary tempera-

tures T^ and T, , are fixed by activating the heating elernent and
O)r

the heat exchanger coolant. The cooling plate is not difficult to

set and rnaintain at the desired value, TL, but considerable ad-

justments rnust be rnade in the power input to the heating elernent

to hold T steady. This is true because the ternperature gradient
o

at that point constantly changes until equilibriurn conditions have

been reached. Once equilibriurn has been established the process

is initiated.

Since initially X'f i" known, the heating elernent input may'e
'{<

be approxirnated frorn the equation Q = O"*" (ro TLI/L, where

Q is then converted to watts. The initial flow rate rnay also be

found readily frorn the operational charts. Once the operation is

in progress the rnid-point ternperature is set in accordance with
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the operational charts by adjusting the flow rate. Frequent ad-

justrnents of flow rate and heater output rnust be made during oper-

ation of the systern. The operational charts indicate the perrniss-

ible variation of the rnid-point ternperaturel it is irnperative that

this variation is not exceeded.

An estin'ration of the arnount of rnoisture condensed rnay be

rnade by the equation: condensation = G"A of , where Aor rnust be

calculated. Once the test has been in operation a sufficient time

to yield the desired condensation, it is terrninated. The rnoist

rnaterial is then divided into six equal, axial layers and weighed.

Then the samples are dried f.or 24 hours in an oven set at ZI5otr'

and again are weighed. The percent rnoisture in each layer is

calculated on a dry weight basis by the equation:

'/o = net dry weight
(l oo%)

Moisture variability,

tionship:

O , is calculated frorn the following rela-

l,l, -ro. \o = [r;=ffi )roor.
\ rnax rnln /

percent rnoisture of the wettest layer

percent rnoisture of the dryest layer.

rnoisture percentages are calculated on a dry

01^.luw.here rnax

To':rnln

In this work all

weight basis.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A total of Il tests were carried out in verifying the theory

developed and attempting to attain a condition of spacewise uniform

condensation. Three of these ll tests (tests No. I, 6, and 7) were

carried out by John Postlewaite (14). The rnaxirnurn variability

ranged in rnagnitude frorn 0= 2.6 percent to O= 38. 8 percent.

The experirnental work was carried out in two phases. The

first program was a study of the condensation process in general

and an experirnental deterrnination of the effects of flow rate,

therrnal conductivity, boundary ternperatures, and Pressure drop

on the process. It was found that the Porous materials used in

tests I through 5 possessed properties that required a very srnall

flow rate to establish a temperature distribution which would yield

a moisture variability of 5 percent or less.

For this reason the second phase of the work was initiated.

This program dealt with the placernent of rnetal pins in the bed

paraIIeI to the mean flow path in an atternpt to increase the con-

densation rate. It was found that the condensation rate could be

increased rnany tirnes by using pins and that the corresPonding

rnoisture distribution was acceptable. The theorY, which was de-

veloped for a bed containing no pins, would adequately apply to

beds containing pins of low therrnal conductivity but was not valid
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for beds having pins of high therrnal conductivity.

Phase I - Beds Having Low Therrnal Conductivity

This phase of the work utilized porous beds of glass beads,

flaky alurninurn powder, or sandy soil. In test I spherical rrsuper-

brite" glass beads were used as the rnediurn and the test section

was 1.5 inches long. Flaky alurninurn powder was used in tests

2 and 3 and sandy soil was used in the rernaining two experirnents.

The test section length in tests 2 through 5 was 3.0-inches.

The beds used in this phase all exhibited low apparent, effec-

tive therrnal conductivity, ranging frorn 0. tO0 Btu/hr - ft-oF for

sandy soil to O. 160 Btu/hr - ft - oI'for glass beads. These values

were obtained as outlined in Appendix E and at the approxirnate

flow rate used in the tests.

In this work the basic problern is to establish and rnaintain

that distribution of derv-point ternperatures which will yield the

rnost uniforrn rnoisture distribution. Once the boundary ternpera-

tures, systern geornetry, and physical nature of the bed have been

fixed, the ternperature distribution rnay be changed at will only by

increasing or dccreasing the rnass flow rate of saturated air.

Theoretically, the flow rate G, is given by the equation

G=
>kK0
e

a
t^L'prn
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The optirnurn value of $ rnay be found in the

but K rnust be estirnated. It was found that
e

operational charts

therrnal conductivity

is a dynarnic property depending on both flow rate and condensation

rate. For this reason it is contended that the rnost practical

rnethod of operating the vapor irrigator is through observation

of the rnid-point ternperature.

The process rnay, however, be initiated by calculating the

flow rate G This is feasible because data are available concern-
a

ing the apparent, effective therrnal conductivity of the dry beds

used. In test I (extracted frorn I4), the process was initiated

using q = 0.ZZ which gave rise to a rnid-point ternperature

O (.5): 0.532 (see figures I7 and I8). It should be pointed out

that this test was rnade before the present theory was developed.

According to figures I7 and I8, Q should have been approxirnately

0.24 and g(.5) should have been about 0.585. A srnall increase

of flow rate would have increased Q and e(.5) a srnall arnount,

thus both of these points would have been at the theoretical best

position, which for these boundary conditions is 05. Figure I8

shows that subsequent control of the rnid-point ternperature was

rather erratic. At no tirne was the rnid-point ternperature held

at a value which would theoretically yield a condition of OU or less;

thus, one would not expect a rnaxirnurn variability of the rneasured

rnoisture content of 5.0 percent or less. It should be noted that
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the boundary ternperatures used in this test, To = 70oF and

T, = 55oF, were theoretically a poor choice. It is shown in figureL

l8 that only over a small range of rnid-point ternperatures fiIay a

I moisture distribution be obtained, and attaining $ is irnnossible.

Figures 19, ZO, arrd ZI indicate that theoretically, a good choice

of boundary ternperatures is To = 80oF and T" = ?0oF. This is

a result of the relatively wide range of operating conditions per-

rnissible for obtaining OU.

Tests Z and 5 were kept well within the OU band and were

for the rnajor portion of the test near the O, band. It is instructive

to note that the processes were initiated as shown in figure I9.

In both cases the flow pararneter, + , had a value that indicated

nearly a $ rnoisture uniforrnity. Upon inspection of figure Zl it

is noted that the initial rnid-point ternperatures are also very near

the O(.5) band. These data indicate that it was not necessary to

calculate the correct value of the flow rate G", and that it is

entirely perrnissible to rnanually adjust the flow rate so that the

desired rnid-point ternperature is attained. In other words, id-

justrnent of the flow rate so that the desired e(.5) is attained

also satisfies the necessary value of Q for obtaining the desired

rnoisture uniforrnity, O.

Test 3 was carried out at a flow rate that was too high.

the flow rate is too high, the rnid-point temperature will also

If

be
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OU (Theoretical)

T = ?OoF
o

AT= I5oF
Experirnental
O Test no.
@ Test no.
.A Test no.

data::
I - glass beads
5 - sandy soil and pins
7 - sandy soil and pins

Note: Data points taken at tirne, t = 0

0

0.0.40.0.

+

Figure l?. Initial values of the pararneter Q. Tests l, 6, and 7.

too high and rnost of the condensation will take place near g= 1.0.

Figures 20 and ZZ and the rnoisture Percentage data presented on

page 129 in Appendix F illustrate this fact. Figures Z0 and ZZ

also show theoretically, e (.5) was too srnall in test 4. This

indicates that the flow rate was too low to achieve [. This is

also dernonstrated in the data by the excessive condensation near

-0.

A cornparison of tests 4 and 5 (see figures 19 and Z0)
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illustrates that the theoryis correct in predicting t}l,at both Q and

e (.5) rnust increase as A T increases to attain the sarne pres-

cribed moisture uniforrnity. Both tests were initiated at approxi-

rnately the sarne value of Q and controlled at the sarrre average

rnid-point ternperature; but in test 4 the ternperature drop, A T

was 15oF whereas in test 5 A T was 9oF. In test 5, 0=2.? per-

cent and in test 4, O= 7.8 percent.

0. 70

0.50
0

tirne (hrs)

lr)

o

T :70oF
o

A T - l5otr'
Experirnental data:
O t.st no. I - glass beads
O t"st no. 5 - sandy soil and pins
A Test no. 7 - sandy soil and pins

OU(theoretical)

Figure 18. Mid-point ternperature variation. Tests I, 6, and 7.
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Not enough data were obtained to verify that the O band

width decreases with an increase in A T or a decrease in To

Also, the beds used during this phase were all highly permeable

to air flow thus no data are available to experimentally relate the

effect of pressure drop on the condensation process.

a T (oF)

Figure 19. Initial values of the pararneterQ. Tests Z, 3, 4, and 5.

+

T = SooF
o

+ -0
tirne = 0t

Predicted
Extrapolated

Experimental data:
tr Test no. 2 - Flaky Alurninurn
E Test no. 3 - F1aky Alurninurn
A Test no. 4 - Sandy Soil
O Test no. 5 - Sandy S1il

O"( Theoretical)
J _.-\.
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0.70

0.65

0.55

0. 50

Figure 20. Average

5 10

^ 
T (oF)

rnid-point ternperature.

tn

o 0.60

In previous work

between the saturation

This difference was in

apparent frorn the data

a large ternperature

tank and the entrance

the neighborhood of I

taken during test 1.

Tests 2, 3, 4, and 5.

difference was noted

of the porous bed.

0of'and was quite

This large ternperature

T - SooF
o

+ = o

Predicted
Extrapolated

Experirnental data:

tr Test no. Z - Flaky
ts Test no. 3 - Flaky
A Test no. 4 - Sandy
O Test no. 5 - Sandy

$ (Theoretical)

OU(Theoretical)
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r,n

o

0.65

0.60

0.55

0. 50

Tirne (hrs)

Figure 21. Mid-point ternperature variation. Tests Z ar.d 5.

0.70

tn

o

T = 80oF
o

AT=l5oF
+=o
E Test no. 3 -
A Test no. 4

Flaky Alurninurn
Sandy SoiI

E

E

A

A
OU (Theoretical)

l0 15 Z0

Tirne (hrs)

0. 60

0.55

0.50

I_
o

AT=
r.1, =

Test no.
Test no.

Flaky Alurninum
Sandy Soil

OU( Theoretical)

O, (Theoretical)

Figure 22. Mid-point ternperature variation. Tests 3 and 4.
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drop caused water droplets to forrn in the air stream. These

droplets were subsequently carried into the entrance zone of the

test section. A portion of this ternperature drop had been adjudged

to be caused by cooling to the surroundings. It is contended in the

present work that a ternperature gradient at the flow entrance must

necessarily be satisfied. If no heat is supplied frorn an external

source, the gradient will be satisfied by convection heat transfer

from the incorning air thus causing a portion of the observed tern-

perature difference.

To alleviate this situation a heater was installed at the

boundary of the flow entrance. Tests 2 through 5 were carried

out using the heater with very successful results. In all of these

tests the ternperature difference between the saturation tank and

the test section boundary was less than 0.5oF. It should be noted,

however, that the region between the saturation tank and the test

section should be well insulated frorn the environrnent and that the

arnbient ternperature should be near but Iess than saturation tank

ternperature. If the arnbient ternperature is higher than the bubble

tank ternperature there is a possibility that the air will not enter

the test section in a saturated condition.

Generally, in this phase it was found that the rnid-point

ternperature rnethod was a satisfactory way to control the conden-

sation process. Because the perrnissible variation of O (.5) to
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obtain Q was rnuch less at T = 70of'than at T = 80oF, it was500

more difficult to maintain the theoretical mid-point ternperatures

when T : ?0oF than at T - 80oF. The process was also rnoreoo
subrnissive to proper control at A T = IOoF than at A T = I5oF.

Better rnoisture uniforrnity was achieved using srnaller ternpera-

ture drops.

Phase II - Beds Having High Therrnal Conductivity

In a rnajor portion of the past and present work, rnoisture

deposition rates were so srnall that nearly continuous operation

of the vapor irrigator was required to supply the rnoisture needed

to sustain the vigor of a young sunflower. The vapor irrigator

would be decidedly rnore useful if the rnaxirnurn rnoisture needs of

the plant, over aZ4-holur period, could be supplied in a total irri-

gation tirne of Z to 4 hours.

Increasing the condensation rate rnay be accornplished in

two different ways: (I) by increasing the ternperature drop, A T;

(Z) by increasing the rnass flow rate, G". Theory indicates that

an acceptable rnoisture uniforrnity cannot be obtained for A T rnuch

larger than ZOoF, and that this rnay only be accornplished when To

is in the neighborhood of 80oF to 85otr'. This in itself is not

sufficient to provide the needed condensation rate in porous beds

such as sandy soils. The other alternative is to increase the rnass
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flow rate, while keeping A T as large as possible.

If condensation is to be spacewise uniforrn, the flow para-

rneter, Q , rnust be governed by the restrictions indicated in the

operational charts. Thus, Q rnay undergo only srnall variations

If G is to be increased as a rneans to increase the condensation
d.

>k

rate when rl.r, T , and A T are fixed, then K rnust be increased'oe

according to :

0 = Constant =
GC La prn

K
e

Postlewaite suggested that pins of uniforrn cross-section,

fabricated frorn rnaterial that possessed a therrnal conductivity

sorrrewhat higher than that of the porous rnaterial could be placed

in thebed parallel to the axis of flow and attached to the cooling

plate. Results frorn the experirnental work indicated that the flow

rate could be favorably increaseddepending on the size andquantity

of the pins used and their therrnal conductivity. Although the

condensation rate was greatly increased, obtaining uniforrnity of

the moisture deposition was only rnoderately successful .

Tests 6 through lI were carried out using pins as a rneans

to increase the apparent, effective thermal conductivity. In

particular, favorable results were obtained when pins having a

uniform cross-section and low K were used in conjunction with
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sandy soil as revealed in experirnents 6 and 7. However, no

success whatever was enjoyed when pins possessing a large K were

used (see figure 23 and experirnent 8). No known theoretical work

has been carried out for the situation where uniforrn pins are

present in porous beds; therefore, in searching for an explanation

of the observed phenornena one rnay only conjecture.

A plausible explanation is as follows: Once pins have been

placed in the porous rnaterial the one-dirnensional proposition is

lost since there is now heat transfer in the radial direction if

pe'
to assurrre that changes take place in the axial direction only; thus,

in the presence of pins the theory developed no longer holds. To

understand the phenornenon would require that the condensation

equation be developed in two-dirnensions (0 = 0 ( x, r, )) , which

is beyond the scope of this paper. It is suggested that success was

achieved in experirnents 6 and 7 because the pins possessed low

therrnal conductivity; hence, heat transfer in the radial direction

was relatively srnall giving little deviation frorn the one-dirnen-

sional theory. When pins having a large K were used, the radial

gradient becarne steep giving rise to a two-dirnensional problern.

Because of the vast irnprovernent in the condensation rate

contributed by the use of pins, experirnentation in their use was

continued. The experirnental curve shown in figure Z3 indicated
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that a change of pin geornetry rnight irnprove the ternperature dis-

tribution. Figure 24 illustrates the effect of a half -length conical

taper. This half -Iength taper so irnproved the ternperature dis -

tribution that full length conical tapering evolved. The fully tapereu

pins gave rise to a satisfactory axial ternperature distribution as

indicated in figure 25. Tests I0 and Il were carried out using

200 fully tapered 0.093-inch dia. alurninurn pins attached to the

cooling plate in a hexagonal pattern. A rnaxirnurn variability of

4.4 percent was obtained in test I0 and 4. I percent in test 1I. It

rnust be kept in mind that as a result of the radial ternperature

gradient, rnore condensation will occur adjacent to the pins. The

terrns'runiforrn rnoisture distributionr! and l{rnaxirnurn variabilityrl

have rneaning only for average conditions in the cross-section.

It is contended in this work that the theory does not hold for

pins having a high therrnal conductivity, but that one must proceed

on a purely experirnental basis. As rnentioned previously, the

basic idea is to establish a distribution of dew-point ternperatures

such that an acceptable variation in rnoisture uniforrnity will occur.

In the present work it was found that if alurninurn pins were

used, as described previously, then the cross-sectional distri-

bution of pin rnaterial rnust vary as EZ . This arrangernent was

found to yield an acceptable rnoisture distribution when the inlet

ternperature was approxirnately 80oF, A T was between 15oF and
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Figure 23. Typical ternperature distribution observed in test 8.
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Figra,re 24. Typical ternperature distribution observed in test 9.
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Figure 2 5. Typical ternperature distribution observed in test I0.
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Z0oF, and {., was

On page 33

ipace variable I

between 0. 5 and 0. 9.

of this wor( K was expressed,e

AS:

in terrns of the

sented a

general con.-

A -A EZ

K (6)
e

The tapered pins used in the present study

close approxirnation to this criterion. However,

p
A

,,. I=K" 
t ']

pre

the

.ft)(t)

densation equation did not correctly predict the rnoisture uniforrn-

ity when K' ( t ), as shown above, was useci in the nurnerical analy

sis, For exarnple, in test Il the general condensation equation

predicted O: I5.0 percent, but 0= 4.I percent was obtained ex-

perirnentally. It is thus conclud.ed that K* rnay not be expressed
e

in terrns of the percent pin area in the cross-section of the bed.

General Observations

In aII cases an increase in pressure drop was noted as the

condensation process proceeded. This was to be expected since

the condensed rnoisture decreases the pore space thus tending to

decrease the air perrneabitity. In no case was the pressure dis-

tribution exactly that predicted by the Darcy law, but in aII cases

the rneasured points were between the Darcy prediction and a

linear distribution. The inability to achieve a theoretical pressure
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distribution may be attributed to variations in cornpaction, which

are extrernely difficult to elirninate.

To rnaintain a theoretically satisfactory rnid-point tempera-

ture, an increase in flow rate was required as condensation took

place. This indicated that the therrnal conductivity was increasing

as a result of the addition of rnoisture.

Condensation rates in beds having no pins were very low.

For an acceptable rnoisture uniforrnity it was found that the con-
a

densation rate was generally less than Z.O grrr/nr - ft'for a bed

of sandy soil. The condensation rate in beds containing alurninurn
?

pins was approxirnately 527. O grnfnr - f.t- .

A proper flow rate could not be calculated frorn the equation

>i<K6e' after the process had been in operation for sorneac-L
prn

tirne. This was indicated by the inability to obtain a correct rnid-

point ternperature using the calculated flow rate. The difficulty

was attributed to the error introduced in atternpting to estirnate

K . It was also noted that the flow rate needed to be adjusted
e

only slightly when pins were used, thus pointing out that the pins

dorninated therrnal conductance in the beds.

G



Table 1: Summary of condensation data

Description of bed
Mean particle

size inch

NR.

(initial),
DpG" / P

*
K

e

Dry bed

Average conden- Variability
satioD rate

s-.7hr.--ft,1 a' %

Test
Number

_._._-*-
1

2

3

4

5

*
6

*
7

8

9

10

11

Glass beads

Flaky aluminum

Flaky aluminum

Sandy soil

Sandy soil

Sandy soil, uniform stainless stl. pins

Sandy soil, uniform stainless stl. pins

Sandy soil, uniform aluminum pins

Sandy soil, haU taper aluminum pins

Sandy soil, full taper aluminum pins

Sandy soil, full taper aluminum pins

o.oo8

o. oo2

0.0o2

o. oo3

0.003

o. oo3

o. oo3

o.oo3

o. oo3

0. oo3

0. oo3

o.oL7

0.0075

0.0075

0.010

0. o10

0. o4s

0.045

o.324

o.377

o.3t2

o.297

0.160

O. LL7

O. LL7

0.100

0.100

2.t
2.1

23.8

20.7

23.4

3.48

1.96

159, O

t62.O

487.O

608.0

576,O

527.O

5.50

2.90

12.80

7.50

2.70

7.8

3. s3

38.80

37. OO

4.40

4.09

* extracted from reference 14.

oo
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CONCLUSIONS

To control the distribution of rnoisture condensed frorn

saturated air flowing through cooled porous rnedia requires that

the ternperature distribution within the porous systern be amenable

to control. The ternperature distribution of prirnary interest is

that which will give a condition of the best spacewise rnoisture

uniforrnity. It has been shown theoretically and verified experi-

rnentally that the ternperature distribution depends on the four

quantitie s :

ZG v-LaLI or equivalently
Ik. P_1so )J

o

4. AT.

The cornputer solutions have indicated that only for certain

values of the above four quantities rnay the spacewise moisture

distribution be maintained within a Prescribed variation. The

theory also indicated that it is irnpractical, if not irnpossible, to

obtain perf ect rnoisture uniforrnity, but in general the uniforrnity

GC La Prn

K
e

l, \ z

f ol
lp I\ LI\/

l.

z.

T3.
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will irnprove as A T decreases provided the temperature distribu-

tion does not drop below the dew-point line. It was found that the

ternperature drop A T, cannot be chosen arbitrarily once the other

systern variables have been fixed, if a specified rnoisture uniforrn-

ity is to be obtained. Both theory and experirnent indicate that a

ternperature gradient is present zlt x = 0 and that it rnust necessar-

ily be satisfied through heat transfer by convection frorn the in-

corning air adjacent the systern entrance or by external rneans such

as a heater. It has been established experirnentally that a heat

input by an external source at the system flow entrance will elirni-

nate the convection problern which in past work has been somewhat

trouble some.

The installation of pins, fabricated frorn rnaterial having a

higher therrnal conductivity than the porous bed, may be used to

rnechanically control the ternperature distribution thus accornrno-

dating high flow rates. These pins placed in the bed parallel to

the flow and attached to the cooling plate tend to significantly in-

crease the bed apparent, effective therrnal conductivity. It has

been found that alurninurn pins placed in the bed must Possess a

full conical taper if the ternperature distribution yielding uniforrn

condensation is to be approached. Pins having a low therrnal

conductivity rnay be used without conical tapering.

As a result of the dynarnic nature of the bed therrnal
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conductivity, the rnost practical rnethod of controlling the process

such that the rnost uniforrn rnoisture deposition will occur is by

adjusting the flow rate so that the rnid-point ternperature is within

the theoretical allowable variation.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The following suggestions are offered to those individuals

who desire to further this study or ernploy the vapor irrigation

rnethod in practice.

l. The heater ernployed to supply the heat necessary to

satisfy the ternperature gradient at the flow entrance

should be replaced by a heat exchanger using the

saturation tank liquid as a heat supply. This would

elirninate the constant control of a power source.

Heating liquid should be supplied to the heat exchanger

such. that the ternperature difference between the bed

entrance and the incorning air is kept as srnall as

pos sible.

Z. If tap water is available that is of fairly constant

ternperature (+ 0. Z5of') then it rnay be used as a

coolant supply for the cooling plate. Actually, the

restriction on the ternperature variation is flexible

and should be deterrnined by trial. If , however,

cost is of rninor irnportance, then it is recornrnend-

ed that a controlled ternperature bath be ernployed.

3. If pins are ernployed to increase the condensation

rate such as were used in the present work, it is
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4.

suggested that the conical taper be very accurate

and that the pins have a sharp point at the flow

entrance.

It is suggested that rnore cornputer data be ob-

tained to strengthen the operational charts. In

particular, rnore data should be obtained con-

cerning the rnaxirnurn a T allowable for speci-

fied variations in the rnoisture uniforrnity. Also,

the value of the pararneters that yield the rnaxi-

rnurrr possible condensation rate, a feature which

was not deterrnined in the present work, should

be investigated.
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APPENDIX A

THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
THE GENERAL CONDENSATION EQUATION

The cylindrical region shown in figure A - I illustrates the

geornetry of the systern to be analyzed. The curved surface of the

cylinder is therrnally insulated and is irnperrneable to the flow of

rnas s.

Figure A - t. Systern geornetry

The region is occupied by an unconsolidated porous rnaterial,

perrneable to the flow of air and hornogeneous in physical character.

The porous rnaterial is contained axially by fine rnesh wire cloth

l
,

t-
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?.t x = 0 and a perforated cooling plate at x = L. The region is

assumed to be devoid of local energy and rnass sources (or sinks).

The heat and mass flux through the boundary at x = 0 and x = L are

assurned to be spacewise uniforrn.

The region defined above, perrneated by a flow of warrn,

saturated air entering at x : 0 and leaving at x = L, will cornprise

the flow systern to be analyzed. The saturated air will be treated

as a perfect gas and the flow through the porous rnediurn will be

assurned larninar. The rnediurn will be considered a continuurn and

no fluidized rnotion of the solid particles or condensed liquid occurs.

A cubical elernent of volume Ax Ay Lz, as shown in figure

A - Z, will be utilized as a basis for the analysis. This elernent

is representative of conditions as they exist in the systern and is

therefore, composed of solid particles, liquid condensed on the

l-- Ax 4-"

f
AyI

Figure A - Z. Elernentary cube
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solid particles, and flowing saturated air. Conditions are assurned

to exist within the systern such that the ternperature of the saturated

air at any particular value of x is essentially the sarrre as the liquid-

solids temperature at that sarne point. That is to say, the analysis

will be carried out in terrns of a temperature T which is the rnean

value of the gas ternperature and the solids ternperature in any

plane norrnal to the direction of fluid flow. Proof that T* and T"

are essentially the same and therefore that T is not significantly

different frorn either T or T is presented in Appendix B.gs
Consider the law of rnass conservation applied to the infini-

tesirnal elernent. The analysis will be treated in one dirnension

since it is assurned that there are no variations in y and z directions.

P rrrv^Y^"]
lx+Ax

Figure A-3. Mass flux

The coneervation of mass yields3

P VAva =,1 = o Vavazl + a- '.
m ' lx 'rn lxt4ix At

If the density of the elernent is p and Ap is the change of density

that occurs during the tirne interval At, then
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Am Ap AxAyAz
at = At

Now p = fPrr, + (I-f) Pl" *h"t" Prn is the density of the air-vapor

rnixture and pl" i. the density of the liquid-solids portion of the

elernent. The syrnbol f is the porosity of the systern. Therefore

Arn =[ a(fp*)+ a {tt - f) pl"} ] Ax A y az.

It has been assurned that there is no fluidized motion in the systern;

hence A [ (l - f )O.e 
" 

] rnust result frorn the occurrence of con-

densation. Thus,

Arn Af o- Ax Av Az:_-- + W(x)AxAyaz,At At

A1

e.

Lb

.vPa6

1u

si

oIl

.is

=

tl

di'

I't"

(x)

uni

:er

!rn

(:

u

te

v

w

rf

\f

ew

Per

Af1

t,

wher

rate

a[(t - f) pl" ]

lTIt

on

and is defined as the condensation

A z, the rnass balance becomes

= 
alI-P-!e,) + w(x).

y Ax Ay

l--^J
Ax At

Application of the rnean value theorern results in the following

partial differential equation:

atpj*Y) + w(x)= %P=f A-I
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Now porV = G, and G = G" * G' where G, G", and G' are the rnass

flow rates of the air-vapor rnixture, dry air, and vapor, respec-

tively. Substitutirg p orV = G" * G.,, into equation A - I gives

D (fp.rr)
at

A-Z

- 0, and equation

W(x) = 0 A-3

The above expression rnay be further sirnplified by ernploying the

therrnodynarnic relationship for specific hurnidity:

Then, G = fr;G ;a

co = G rGv/a

and the equation reduces to

dt^lCr# = -w(*).

DGa + 0G.t +W(x) =0(fprn) .

0x 0x At

. actsincer"=0,

H + w(x)=-u,tt;'*' .

Under quasi- steady state conditions

A - Z becomes

d Glt +
dx

Figure A - 4 illustrates the energy balance for the

A-4
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infinite sirnal element.

P ,rrvhrrro,-l*

-*.or-H -f.+^rfi
x* Ax

K'" a 
zT

p-

a*z

. a (p u )AxAy A, a?

a (o vh
^ "In rndx

AQ
=At

Therefore, an energy balance yields

_u
At

.al--t-
at

l-**l
Figure A - 4. Energy flux

If A u is the change of internal energy

over the tirne incrernent A t, then the

age is

I r >f ATI *
p r,vhr. Ay - 

| 
* - 

p * vh* Ay - 
| 
** * - K* av a, H 

| 
*+ 

xl av aq a r
x*Ax

- Ax Ay Az

Upon division by Ax Ay Az and passing to the lirnit, the above

expression becornes

of an elernent of unit mass

rate of therrnal energy stor-

( p ,r).
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In the above equation K'F i" the rnean value of the bed apparent,
e

effective therrnal conductivity, hr, is the enthalpy of the air-vaPor

rnixture, and u is the unit internal energy of the elernent. By ex-

panding the right-hand terrn, the equation above becornes

--''i ^ Z ^
^" 

u-f - u (p-vh-) =L I fp,r.r*rr, * (l - f) p"e 

"tr.1" 
]

E*L ox m ,n at

For a quasi-steady state process, the only change of internal

energy of the systern will be that added by the condensate. Thus,

?

K'n 

= 
+ (pr,vh*) :\ill(*)fr

clx ox

where,r, i" the rnean internal energy of the condensate. Over the

ternperature range 55oF < T < 85oF, i, : Er, therefore,

W (x) u, : W (*) hf . Substitution of W (x) as given in equation

A - 4 yields

)
K"'+ - d (p h v) = -Gf,.b. A-5e - L "rnrrl at .dx dx dx

This expression rnay be further sirnplified by noting that

o Vh =Gh -G h + G h'rTl ITr rTl aa vg

where h and h denote the enthalpy of dry air and vapor,ag
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respectively. Now Grhg = rO.nr; thus,

d/\fu (p-,vh*) = +- ( ." I h" * "nr,)
dc lat, \

= # (n" *,hr) + o"(#*#t,nrl.

dGSince -a = 0, the expression becornes
d"

* (pr,vn,r, )= Ga :F - o" :: Eg * or"*

Using the therrnodynarnic relationships

yields

P pa Pv Prn

C = Mean specific heat of dry air.
pa

C = Mean specific heat of vapor.pv

C = Mean specific heat of the air-vapor rnixture.
prn

d = dT -- dr^l

- 
(o Vh )=G E ] + G h +dx"rn rn' a prndx ag dx

where: C = Specific heat at constant pressure.
P
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Employing this

z

K* JJ
e -Zdx

equation

dT-+h
d

-bctx

becornes

=-c^h-qd.+
dx

A-5

se-f
a*J

terms gives

I-%g*] dr l-kl dq,

L^" -J dx L^" J dxee

exPre s s1on,

r_
- Ga 

[,*

Cornbining

ZdT
z

dx

where h-tg

Equation A -

s e tting:
e

Therefore,

=0.

h-, the rnean enthalpy of vapori zation.
1

6 rnay be expressed in dirnensionless forrn

-=r uprn-

h-tg
x
T_L

A-6

=h ob

by

dr = dr (.e\/ gg\ 
=dx d0 \ dg/\ d",/

aZr d / ae\Er,r=; \Efl,=

-l!- I aze
- lr'doJ dLz

L*l+
**(9t{rl
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Substitution of the above expressions for dT and + into
dx d*z

equationA-5yields

ale [-c"corrrr, I ut l-c"c ,,..,Ll a,

^7 Lrl; t ,rl[ = o

GE L
Thedirnension1eSSgroup+wi11bedenotedbythe

*"

symbol Q. The forrn of the general condensation equation is

aze do d c,r( t)_ g_ _ g 

- 

= 0. A _i
d6- dg dg

Equation A - 7 rnay be integrated as follows:

# - +to*rrr(E) l=Mo-Q[eo*ro] a-a

In Appendix C it is shown that

)
,,, Ae" + BO + C

c0(5 ) =
PL[+ (t - E) + I] z - Pv

de

Itt
"M

o

p e p <r(E)
d6 +J dL -+J dL = 0

0 <rloo

whereMo=3ilr:o
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It follows that

Sub stituting the se exPre s sions intoequationA-8

d0
AE

B
a [-

lc

t

PL [+(1-t)+

yields

oA
I

PLI,], (l-g)+ I]2-Pv

PLI .], * r]'-P,

J e- Z
e

A-9

I

r I ',-

:Mo*Q I

rl z-P,v

AEZ +BO +Coo
PL[{,(I- 6 ) +

-e
o

- 9 is the final forrn of the general condensationEquation A

equation.

zAe^ + BE c

PL[++ P
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APPENDIX B

TEMPERATURE AT A POINT WITHIN
COOLED POROUS MEDIA PERMEATED BY WARM FLUID

A system, sirnilar in nature to the one described in appendix A,

will generally require two ternperatures to describe it in any plane

normal to the Grean flow path. In this work the symbol T", will
b

denote the cup-mixing ternperature of the fluid at some particular

distance x and T" will denote the average value of the solids

ternperature in the same plane.

If the fluid is cooled by the particulate material then a ternpera-

ture difference T - T must exist. The heat transferred from thegs
warrner fluid to the cooler solid is assumed to take place through

convection and for an infinitesimal volume is given as

AQ = iS(t, Ts)AxAyAz B-t

In the above expression j is the convection heat transfer filrn coeffi-

cient and S is the specific surface of the porous rnediurn. Equation

B-1 is cornpletely devoid of practical use for beds consisting of fine

particles, because the ternperature difference ,, - t" cannot be

measured nor can j be accurately evaluated. It does, however,

point out that the quantity t* - ," rnight be very small as a result

of the large rnagnitude of S that is typical of beds composed of fine

particles (2, p. lzl.
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If it can be proven analytically that ,* - ," is srnall then it

would be valid to define a ternperature which is the mean value of the

fluid temperature and the solids temperature in any plane normal to

the mean flow path. This rrrean temperature should not be signifi-

cantly different from either ,* or T" and would most likely be the

sarrre temperature that a thermocouple would indicate when placed in

the medium. The use of a mean temperature also has great utility

in the theoretical development of the general condensation equation

since the heat flux over the elementary cube rnay be described by the

use of one control volume.

Suppose for the mornent that the fluid is saturated air and

T - T is of significant magnitude so that the difference may not begs
ignored. Under this condition it may nol be valid to define a mean

ternperature, and an analysis of the heat transfer must be carried

out in terms of two ternperature distributions, T (x) and T^(x).gs
This leads to a two-control volume approach using the elementary

cube shown in figure B - l. In figure B - l, one control volume is

composed of the pore space and is utilized in deriving the air-vapor

temperature distribution. The remaining portion, solid particles

with a thin liquid filrn, comprises the control volume used in deriving

the liquid- solids ternperature distribution.

Shen ernployed the two-control volume approach to derive the
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I
Ay

solid particle

Pore sPace
(saturated air)

| "-' Vv

Figure B
utilized in the

- l. Elementary cube
two -control volume analysis

following differential equation governing

distribution (l 6, p. l5):

Hence, by rearrangement

dT
o"do,,, 

=f 
+ Ga Gs - hr) :: + is (rs - t") = Q.

the air-vapor temperature

B-Z
dT

dE

d"r
js t1,

G C *'s
a prn

h-
ldT\t-b^s' 'C
prn

do.r

d" = Q.

++ = Q.
ctE

Equation B - 2 may be expressed in dimensionless form by

introducing the dimensionless variables 0 and t as defined in

appendix A. Therefore equation B - 2 becomes

+ jLL (e -e)GC g S'
aPm

B-3
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may be writtenIn terms of the

as

where

e -egs

gs
maxirnurn.

t [de" aJ
Lr6- 

+ 
e-s_l

The

laet-

lae
whe

JSL
GCapm

de rnd + are both negative andquantltres eE , OE

increases; therefore, 0 - e will attain the

drl
aEl rncreases as

rnaxirnurn value

;l+l ,""
It has been shown in appendix C that if the air vapor rnixture

remains saturated throughout the porous bed then the linearized form

of ,(6) is

,(E) =
a0 + b B-4

PL[.]lr (t - E) + t] - P
v

Differentiating the above expression with respect to I yields

,"[{, (l - g) + 1]- Pv
%. - rlr(aou+u)

dg' {P"[{1(r - g)+r] - a},

The parameter +1, relating

d<rt

EE

equal zero. This is readily

terrns on the right-hand side
d0

the terrn involvi snga TE ls

d<rt
=

d€,

the pressure drop. has the range 0 <

to take on the maximum value, Q, must

seen to be true by inspecting the bwo

of the above expression. In particular,

always negative, whereas the terrn
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involving Qr(a0* + U) is always posiLive. Since :? is always

negative, it will attain a rnaximurn absolute value when the absolute

value of the first terrn is a rnaxirnulr and the second is a minimurrl .

This situation obviously occurs where +l = 0. Under this condition

dr^r a %
-==dEEdg'aL

where %" is the approximate partial pressure of the dry air evalu-

ated at x = L, and is defined syrnbolically as 
"" 

- Fr. Equation

B - 3 may then be written as

r -'l de
lI+:L l-'g+Le -xe =o
L P,r-J dB s s

or

where:

de
I + oo - oo - odEgS

P _).aL
a*P aL

The general solution to equation B - 5 is:

B-5

B-5a, = .-ot " .l a"(6) u"E ag + ., .-o6'

At this point es(g) may be chosen to be any arbitrary function

that lies between a constant temperature (0" = 0"o) and a linear

distribution (es(g) = 0"o - (0"o - 0"1) g ) and also rneets the rninirnurn
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ternperature distribution requirements set down in appendix C. This

may be done since the analysis here is concerned only with the maxi-

mum magnitude of t, - ,..

It is both convenient and reasonable to choose a parabolic func-

tion to represent the temperature distribution since the measured

distribution was found to be similar to a parabola. This function has

the forrn:

es(6) = o"o - (o"o - o"tl Ez .

Equation B-6 rnay then be written as

B-7

,* = "-oE 
o Jtt"" - (0"o - 0" )Ezl ""t ag + ., "-o€.

Performing the indicated integration yields

0 =o -(0.o-e.r)(62-+rll +.r"-og. B-8g So So SI 
c[

The order of rnagnitude of o may be estimated by the following

extreme values and constants:

s : 5, ooo f.tz /f.t3

a- rn

N*u J 0.75.
m

The convective heat transfer film coefficient j, may be approxi-

mated by the expression given by Hougen and Vlilke (2I), for dry
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air flow through beds of fine particles:

*- = ].r, [-**" l-o 
u' 

F"- 1-'''.a pa L rnJ L a J
Therefore i

r = #- &, e6s"E..J-o 
5rLY] -z/3

apm

The constants have the following valuesi

a = 68.3in. Hg

b - 0. 6:8 in. Hg

F-, = 29. Zo in. HgaL

e = 0.245 Btu/lb oF
Pm

L - 0. 25 f.t.

Subject to these extrerne values and constants, L > 3000 and

F^l,l(F"r_*a) = L13.zl. since o = t, lz.zl and o < g < l.o, the

terms ZElr. and ZloZ * O. Equation B - 8 may therefore be written

as

e - e -(e -e.le2+.-u-oE.g so so sI' - I

The arbitrary constant .I rnay be evaluated using the boundary

condition eg(0) = 0go. Therefore,

Q = e -(e -e,)t2+(e -e )"-oE. B-9g so so sI - go so

If the entering mixture temperature is the sarne as the solids
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ternperature at the boundary E = 0, then ego - e"o - 0; and

equation B - 9 rnay be written as:

,, = ,"o - (0"o - 0" )Ez = es (g)

thus demonstrating that t* rnust be very nearly equal to 0. in the

ac tual case.

Equation B- 8 and B -9 are plottedinfigure B-2. Either

expression indicates that a fluid entering the rnedium at a ternpera-

ture e - 0 different from 0 will rapidly converge to thego so so

solids temperature, 0, if o is large. Thus when I is very small

the exponential term dominates the character of the function.

Equation B - 9 may be written as:

o (E)= o (€)+(e -e ).-ot.gsgoso
Therefore,

I oq(g) - es(g) I _or
lE6--l =e -

Lgoso)

and in terms of degrees Fahrenheit:

_ rr - T -'l
*l,lgosol$ =; loslrlml

L g'-' s'- J

As an example, suppose ,Uo - T"o= 10.0'I. and that the value of

t is desired where Tg(t) - Ts(6) = 0.0I"F. In the present work,

o ) 900, so
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I
t = qd. log (1000) = 0.00756.

In words, the above example states that a fluid entering the porous

medium at a temperature l0 degrees warmer than the solids will

converge to within 0. 0l'F of the bed temperature when

x 1 (0.00765) (0. ?,5 tt) = Q.00I92 ft.

The broken line shown in figure B - 2 is the temperature dis-

tribution when the term l-ZElal in equation B - 8 is not ignored.

The preceding analysis indicates that ,U - ," is very small

for the system under consideration and that it is indeed reasonable

to carry on an analysis in terrns of a mean temperature, T.
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A PPENDIX C

SPEC IFIC HUMIDITY
AS A FUNCTTON OF e AND 6

Reduction of the general condensation equation lo a useable

form requires that the specific humidity be expressed as a function

of 0 and E. Specific humidity is defined as the pounds mass of

vapor per pound mass of dry gas, or symbolically as

<,,=mlrnvg

For a water vapor and air mixture specific humidity may be express-

ed as
0.622 Pv

where P is the partial pressure of the vapor and P is the totalv

pressure of the mixture. Since the present analysis is concerned

only with temperatures between 55"F and 85oF, the vapor pressure

will always be much smaller than the total pressure. Specific

humidity may then be expressed approximately as

0.622 P
v

P c-r

The air-vapor mixlure entering the porous bed is assumed to be

saturated and to remain saturated as it passes through the bed. If the

rnixture is always saturated then the vapor pressure is a function of

P-P
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temperalure alone and steam table

polynomial which will interpolate

55"FjT<85'F.

data may be used to develop a

P over the temperature rangev

Wet and dry bulb temperature data taken where the air leaves

the 5-foot high saturation tank (see figure l6) indicates that the rela-

tive humidity is very near I00 percent at that point. Since the room

temperature is always slightly below the bubble tank temperature,

any change in ternperature of the mixture before it reaches the por-

ous bed would be a temperature decrease. This would further tend to

saturate the air or super-saturate it if saturation had already been

attained. Thus, the assumption lhat the air-vapor mixture entering

the porous bed is saturated is quite reasonable.

The condition that the air-vapor mixture always remain satu-

rated once it enters the system imposes certain restrictions on the

ternperature distribution. tr'or a given pressure distribution there

will be a unique temperature distribution such that c,r will remain

constant, yet saturation will persist. This will be called the dew-

point line. If the ternperature distribution is above the dew-point

line then saturation will no longer persist and 
"r. 

may not be written

as a function of temperature alone. This is best illustrated by exam-

ining figure C - 1. In particular, let point I denote the temperature

and pressure at the flow entrance and point 2 denote the outlet condi-

tions. The curve A connecting points I and 2 rnust be rnonatonically
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decreasing with respect to specific humidity, if saturation al every

point along the flow path is to be maintained. Curve B is not always

decreasing and at the particular point 4, <,r is less than at point 5.

This condition indicates that the air musi have been unsaturated

between the relative minimum (point 4) and the relative maximum

(point 5) or c.r could not have increased between these bwo points.

The horizontal curve C is the dew-point line for the inlet conditions

defined at point one.

As an example, figure C - 2 shows an arbitrarily chosen pres-

sure distribution. The dew-point line for the inlet conditions at

point I may be found by locating the points where the pressure indi-

cated in figure C - Z intersects the curve C in figure C - l. The

dew-point line for this particular pressure distribution is plotted in

figure C - 3.

In this work it will be assumed that the temperature distribution

is never greater than the dew-point line for corresponding inlet con-

ditions or that * is always negative or zero. These restrictionsdx

are mild and in general will not cause any concern because the only

cases of interest are those whe: d<'r:e d" ls negatlve.

A second degree polynomial adequately interpolates the vapor

pressure data (9) over the range 55'F < T < 85"f'. Thus,

P =P(T) becomesvv
p = AITZ + B'T + Cr C - 4

v
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where:

Ar = 0,0003805 in. Hg

Br = _0. 02767 ir,, Hg

Cr = 0.8114 in. Hg.

The units of vapor pressure in this work are inches of rnercury, The

rnaxirnurn error in the expression over the interval 55oF < T 1.

85oF is less than 0.4 percent with interpolation being exact at

J = 50, 70 and 80o F.

A less accurate, but very convenient forrn of the 
"r, 

data is

Prr=tlT+bt c-5

wherel

ar = 0. 02542 rn, Hg

br - -I.0250 in. Hg.

This lineatized form of O' has a rnaxirnurn error of 7,0 percent

over the range 55oF < T < 85o r.

Deriving an expression for the pressure distribution along the

flow path requires the use of the Darcy 1aw (2, p, ZSL).:

rr - kr do'
-l dx

where V istheapparentvelocity of the dryai",F is the

dynarnic viscosity of air, and kr is the intrinsic perrneability of the

pourous bed. Multiplying both sides of the above equation by the
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densily of air p ,, yields

kroV=-'a lr'a

but, O V = Q = constant, and'a a

dP
a

d"

Thus

P/Raa

_kl
p

dx=

P-
CL

from the perfect gas law:

dP
a

T.

P
a

G
a

G uR T
-taa

kt

RT
a

dx

- P dPaa c-6

It is reasonable to assume that the temperature gradient will be

somewhere between a constant and a linear distribution. These two

extrerne caseg are:

= Cons tant

= T_ - (T - T, )xlL.OOI)

At this point it is desired to show that the difference, p2(*) - ezot*),

is negligible under the most adverse conditions that may be encounter-

ed. The symbol P(x) denotes the rr Darcyrr pressure distribution for

an isothermal process, and P,r(x) is defined as the rrDarcyrr preBBure

distribution calculated using a linear temperature distribution. If this

difference can be shown to be small, then the pressure distribution

may be expressed in terms of an isolhermal process.

t. T

Z,T
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If T = constant = TL, thenequationC - 5becomes:

2G uR T-- -ar --a- L - -?cix = -or c-7kr. a
lSO

Therefore,

The subscript rr arr , indicating the partial pressure of dry air, has

been dropped on the integration limits since 
". = P. Integration

yields:
Dl* = pz -p2(*)

where
2G uR T-

D - A, AL
-l k'tro

The symbol ktr"o denotes the intrinsic permeability of the porous

material evaluated for an isothermal process. The constant D, may

be written in terms of the pressure by applying the boundary condition

zG 
ap

TtR
CL

so1S
f" o, = - ["t"' dLz.uo "rokr

Therefore,

P(x) =

,r=

Pt at x = 1,.

Pz - P-zoL
L

and the expression for the pressure distribution becomes:

p2(*) -ro'- ("o' -rr'li c - I
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Now consider the temperature distribution to be linear. Sub-

stituting condition 2 above into equation C - 6 yields

2G uRa'aT_- dg= d Lz.f,- f"- (ro '", f]

[+"C )*;=

- [ "o'*'
"P

o

,z
'o' 

- 
"o'{*)

where
2G 

^* 
R. TL

u? - tT-

The symbol kto denotes the intrinsic permeability calculated for

Iinear temperature distribution. Applying the boundary condition

Po(x) =PLatx=1,

glve s:

eoz{*) -ro'- (Po2 -*ll@)

Again,the pre6sure is given the symbol eo(x) to

the isothermal preBsure, P(x).

Subtracting equation C - 9 from C - 8

exPre s s lon:

p2(*) -ro'(x) = (Poz -"ll

which reduces to

reeults in the following

; (h+) Hl[Gl

d
rom
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(r'l)L*
T,,

t"

Pt,

P
o

T"

T
o

30. 0 in. Hg

rt7e" in. Hg

515'R

545 " R.

P(x) = in. Hg. c - 11

Iis ted above.is calculated using the extreme values

these values into equation C - 9 gives:

P,r = 36.65 in. Hg, where

P = xffffi ir.. Hg, by equation C - lI,

; = o'5'

Thus,

or

I> = 36.69 in. Hg.

p2(*) - e,.zt*l = (t -J, E
\o

c - t1

In this work the extreme values of pressure and temperature

are:

Suppose P.,(x)

Substitution of

Also, it may be shown that l"'(*) - p*2(*) I attains the rnaximum

value when x = Ll2; therefore, equation C - I0 becornes

p2(*) - e*2{*) = 2.64 lin. Hilz

Therefore, the error introduced by assuming an isotherrnal process
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where

error < (100%)

P(x) = n" [+ (t

101

c-Lz

permeability
2G" !, RrTL

kr.
1SO

c - 13

35.69 - 36.65 0. L09To.36.65

the right side of the preceding

may be written in the following

I
+ ll'.

The above calculation indicates that no appreciable error enters into

the analysis by assuming an isothermal process, as far as the pres-

sure distribution is concerned. Thus for any reasonable temperature

distribution, the pressure may be approximated as:

p2(*)={-e:-"3xtL.

By adding and subtracting *r' on

equation, the total pressure P(x),

form:
x-;)

v

+=

- t.(+)'
An expression for U in terms of the bed intrinsic

k,iro may also be found since P: - ejltu = Dt =

For 55oF < T < 85oF, p - pL. Thus p = p lVf, and

p L R" TL = PL. Therefore

?G"v 
"Lkr. P_

lBO lr

Written in this form, rf is seen to be a dimensionless parameter

relating the fluid dynamic characteristics of the air to the physical
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nature of the particular porous bed.

A more convenient rela.tionship for 'p is for:med by lineartzinT,

P(x).This parameter is called '1, l, to distinguish iL from the non-

linear pararneter r!, and is riritlen as

.P

,lr =, ;o _ i.nr FL

Thus for a linear pressure drop through the porous bed,

P(*)= t, I ir - il + Il C-14

This expression has a maximurn deviation frorn C - 1Z of.4.0 per-

cent when the ratio Po /lr,, = I. 5.

By using equation C - 4 ai:d C - LZ, specific hurnidity rnay be

expressed as a function of x and T in the following form

'll'1

o(x) =

The non-dirnensional

t,l (t) =

0.!zz [a' tL + P,'t' + Cr ]

--]---P,[..1, (r-+)+]lzL,' ' L'

forrn of specific humidily

Ao2+es+9
F"[.],(t - { )+ 1] e

1S

c - 15

The cons ta.nts B. and C are given a.s follov,rs:

(.622) (. 00o3B1s)

4389.0 in. Hg

t. t-;l 
''n

Hg
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B = (. 6?2) (-0. oz7rr,[--],"-l in. Hg

L pmJ

= -7 4. 28 in. Hg

C = 0. 507 in. Hg

In the above calculations

h" = 1055 Btu/lbmtg

C - O.Z45Btu llbm'F.pm

Specific humidity as a function of x and T may be written in the

linearized form as

<,,(x) =iffiffi
Introducing the dimensionless variables 0 and E, yields

,, (E) = a0 *b c - 16P"[sr(r-E) +r]
where:

a = 63.3 in. Hg

b = -. 638 in. Hg

calculated in the same manner as in equation C - 15.

To establish the maximum error introduced by using either

equation C - l5 or C - 16 requires previous knowledge of the pres-

sure distribution.
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In this work a particular cornpacted porous bed will not be

accepted for test unless the observed pressure distribution is between

that predicted by the Darcy law (P(g) = PLV.f(l - E) + l') and a

linear distribution (P(t) = PL [.!, tt - E) + t]). Thus in the case of

equation C - I5 the maximum error introduced by the assumed pres-

sure distribution will occur when the actual distribution is linear.

Likewise in equation C - 16 the maximum error will occur when the

actual pressure distribution is that predicted by the Darcy law.

Equation C - l5 relates the specific humidity over the range

55"F < T < 85'F within 4.5 percent of the actual value. At the

onset of the analysis the assumption 
" 

,, 
", 

was made. A correc-

tion factor F may be subtracted from the denominator of equation
v

C - 15 and C - 15 which will improve the accuracy a great deal.

This correction factor is the mean value of the vapor pressure over

the temperature range of interest and is given as

F.,, = [Prrlrr"r*Prrlrr."] /2.

Thus

AOZ+Be+C.,r(E) = c-17
PLIqr(t

I
-6)+t1z P

and

a0+b,, (6) =

""[{r(l-g) 
+l] -Pv c-18
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where

F = O.8Z?l in. Hgv

Equation G - l7 predicts the specific humidity within 1. 8 percent

of the actual value and equation C - I8 within 7.2 percent.
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APPENDIX D

SOLUTION BY NUMERICAL PROCEDURE

A sufficient nurnber of solutions of equation 5 were obtained

to establish the effect of the quantities Q, ,.p, 0o, and 0, on the

spacewise uniforrnity of rnoisture distribution. This was accom-

plished byusing the Kutta - Runge nurnerical approach with high

speed cornputing rnachinery perforrning the calculations.

General Procedure

In solving the equation, 0o and 0, were prescribed as fixed

boundary conditions. F.or a particular pair of 0o and 01, Q was

also fixed while rl.r was allowed to vary frorn 0. 0 to I. 0 in incrernents

of 0. I. For each value of rp, Mo was incrernented in a rrranner such

that the boundary point 0r, was satisfied within a fixed tolerance.

In figure D - I below, Vf l ,rra Vf" are trial solutions where M isooo
an accepted solution. The tolerance t 0.000005 corresponds to a

ternperature of + O. 02of'. Following this procedure Q was incre-

mented frorn 0.010 to 0.250 in divisions of 0.005. The dirnension-

less boundary conditions 0o and 0r, were incrernented such that

o- )--
relationship between T and 0 is: T = (4306. 0) e. Only cornbinations
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that gave 5oF < ,o - t, < 25oF were used (see fortran program

on pages I 17- I 18).

Estimated Error

The H value, or incrernent of e, used in the Kutta - Runge

approach was 0.2, where e < E, 1 I.0. Estirnating the error in

this rnethod is not easy. Most standard texts covering this rnethod

0I, Q, and rf are fixed

i-<*l

0000 r 0

Figure D - l.

g

Trial and error procedure for satisfying the
2-point boundary value problern.

indicate that the error is roughly of the order of H51I2, P.236-2391.

Thus, if H = O.Z, then an error of 0.00032 rnight occur. This

o\
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corresponds to an error in ternperature of t.38oF, which could

not be tolerated. To validate the use of H = 0.2, approxirnately

400 solutions were obtained using H = 0. I. Here the estirnated

error is of the order of 0.0000I or 0. O4oF. No significant differ-

ence in using the two H values was noted. Equation 5 yields a well

behaved rnonotonically decreasing function whose second derivative

is small over the range of interest. It rnay be concluded that the

error rnay be as large as 0.04oF, but probably rnuch less due to

the behavior of the function. A cornparison of the results obtained

by using the two different H values rnay be made by inspecting

figures D - 3 andD - 5. Infigure D - 3 theHvalueusedwas 0. I.

'TSIGMAil indicates the rnaxirnurn variability, rrTD STARTil correeponds

to 0 , and I'THETA" corresponds to 0,. The only output in figureo'^I
D - 3 was the ternperature distribution in degrees Fahrenheit and

"SIGMA". Figure D - 6 is a portion of the main cornputer output

whichusedH=0.2.

To cornpare the solutions using the two different H values,

one selects a particular value of rrPT{Til in both figures D - 3 and

D - 5. Then a comparison of the ternperatures (the first line

under t'TD START") is rnade. Values in figure D - 6 correspond

to every second value in figure D - 3. In particular, if PHI =0.095,

the rnaxirnurn difference is only 0. OIof . Observation of the values

yielded by PHI - 0.085 shows that these two solutions are identical.
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Cornputer Qutput

Figure D - Z below illustrates the cornputer output format.

Figures D - 4 through D - I are exarnples of the output which in-

dicated the most uniforrn theoretical rnoisture distribution for the

indicated values of 0o, Ot' Q, and r.f.

e( 0) ++M

T(0) T (.ZI r(. 8) r(i. o)r(.4) r(. 6)

e(0) e(.2) e(.4) e(.6) e(. 8) e( r. 0)

Arrl Ao Aro Ao: &)

A( A or) a(ar) a( ar) A(aco)

Figure D - Z. Cornputer output forrnat

Figures D - 4 and D - 5 illustrate how To (or 0o) affects Q

for a fixed A T (or A 0) for the rnost uniform theoretical rnoisture

distribution. When T^ - 8ooF, the best value of Q (i.e. the value
o

of rrPT{Trr where the rnaxirnurn Ao rninus the minirnurn Aol is the

srnallest) is 0. Il5. However when T^ - 85oI', the best value of
o

$ is 0.085. The trend of a decreasing optirnurn { for

T with fixed r.1., and A T was typical of aII solutions.
o

andD-7

For Q- 0

lncreaslng

Figures D -
I

exhibit the influence of {.r when To and T, are ,fixed.

the optirnurn value of Q is 0. I00; but, for ,f = 0.4 the
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best Q is .065. (Consult the operational charts for further illustra-

tions). The solutions indicated in figure D - 8 are all outside the

2.0 percent lirnit on moisture uniforrnity; theref ore, T- - SOoF
o

and T, = 5OoF are not useable choices of boundary ternperaturesL

if O= 2.0 percent is desired.

Facilities at the W'estern Data Processing Center located on

the carnpus of the University of California at Los Angeles were

utilized in the nurnerical solution of equation 6. The prograrn em-

ployed is shown below. The input consists only of T6 in staternent

nurnber 2 which is the boundary value 0r. The boundary value

0 has three incrernents in the prograrn and is given as TT0(1),
o

TT0(Z), and TT0(3). The eighth line past saternent nurnber IZ

is the start of the Kutta - Runge outline which ends at 4 continue.

As it stands, this prograrn will present 1080 solutions to equation 5.
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FORTRAN PROGRAM

DIMENSION C(4), T( 1 1, 6), DEW( 1 1, 6),DW( 1 1, 6), TTO(3), PH( 1 1), TE( 1 1, 6)
2 READ LO2,T6

to2 FoRMAT 08.6)
H=.20
AM=-.00050
APII=-. OO5

APS=. 1O

xo{.
A=L72.81
B=-3.2456
CC=.01736
TTOIL)=.Or7417
TT0(2)=.016256
TT0(3)=. 019739
DO 85 I=1,2
TO=TT0(I)
PS=O. O

DO 75 M=1,12
PRINT 101

101 FORMAT (60(2H -) )
L=1

PH(1)=. q1

XM=-.0030
DO 72 NPH=I,30
PRINT 1OO

100 FORIvIAT (40X,10 (4H . )/ / )
NCNT=O

11 NCNT=NCNT+I
IF (NCNT-2o) t2,t3,13

13 PRINT 95, NCNT, T(L,6)
95 FORMAT (I3, F10.6)

GO TO 73

L2 T(L, 1)=TO

T1=T0
X1=X0
S=SQRTF(PS+1. )
wN=(T1x(A*T1+B) +CC)/S
DO 60 J=1, $

Tz:ft
X2=X1
DO 4 K=!,4
S=SQRTF(PS* (1. -x1) +1. )
SR=SQRTF(PS+1 . )
c(K)=Hx ( ( ( ( tr* (A*T1+B) +CCl / S+T1-T0-(TO* (A*TO|B) +CC) /SR) 

"pH(t) ) 
+

GO TO (1, t,3,4),K
1 X1=X2+.5*H

T1=T2+.sxc (K)

xM)
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40
50

60

GOTO4
3 X1=X2+H

T1=T2+C (K)
4 CONTINT'E

22 p1a=(C(1) +2. *(C (2) +C (3) ) +c (4) ) /6.
X1=X2+H
T1=T2+DLT
T (L, J+1)=T1
S=SQRTF(PS* (1. -X1 ) +1.

wN1=(T1*(A*T1+B) +CC ) /S
DEW(L, J)=14IN-WNt
IF (J-2) 60,50,50
DW (L, J)=DEW (L, J- l)-DEW(L, J)
WN=WN1
TDIF=T(L,6)-T6
IF (TDIF) 42,48,4?
XMUL=1.
GO TO 41

XMUL=-1.
rF (ABSF ( TDrF)-.000s ) 45,4s,4
XLIM=.0005
GO TO 47

4s rF (ABSF ( TDr)-.0000s) s1,s1,46
46 XLIM=.0@05

c,o To 47
s1 IF (ABSF (TDIF)-.OOm05) 48,48,52
52 XLIM=. OOOOO5

GO TO 47
47 XM=XM+XMUL * XLIM

GO TO 11

48 CONTINI.'E
LL=l
PRINT 98, To, XM, PH(LL), PS

DO 74 1=1,6
74 TE(LL, J )=T(LL ,l) *4306, Lz

PRINT 99, (TE(LL, J), J=1, 6), (T(Ll l), l=1, 6), (DEW(LL, J), J=1, 5), (DW(LL,ll,l=2, 5l
73 CONTINUE

72 PH(L)=rs111*6t
75 PS=PS+APS

85 CONTINUE

99 FORMAT (/6F2O.2/ 6F2O,8/ 1OX5F2O.8/ 2OX4F2O.8'

98 FORMAT (20X12H TD START =,F8.6, 9H tut =,F8.6, 12H PHI =,F
15.3, 1lH P$l =, F4. 1

GOTO2
END

42

43

4L

44
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APPENDIX E

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY Otr. POROUS BEDS

The therrnal conductivity of a packed porous bed is in general

a very elusive property that depends on several variables. W'ork

in this field is usually found in three general categories: (l) dry

beds with stagnant gas filling the pore space, (2) rnoist beds with

stagnant gas filling the pore space, and (3) dry beds with fluid

flowing through the pore space. The terrnrreffective therrnal con-

ductivityrrref ers to the case where stagnant gas fills the pore space

and is denoted by the syrnbol K.. Apparent, effective therrnal con-

ductivity applies when the bed is perrneated by a flow of fluid and

is denoted' bv K'l'.,e

Several investigators have indicated rnethods for predicting

K frorn knowledge of the physical nature of the bed and therrnal
e

properties of the gas and solid particles (6, II, ZZl. Although

these rnethods are in general quite accurate for beds having only

hygroscopic rnoisture content, they do not apply when an appreciable

arnount of rnoisture is present.

Only lirnited work has been done concerning the effect of

rnoisture content of the effective therrnal conductivity of packed

porous beds. The rnost significant efforts in this field have been
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carried out by Hooper and Lepper (9) and deVries (19). Hooper

and Lepper used a srnall probe and deterrnined K" b, the transient

heat flow. DeVries used this sarne idea to measure K" of soils

in situ. The guarded hot plate rnethod has been used also, but the

accuracy is questionable since considerable drying down of the

rnaterial, especially near the hot side, would occur before equi-

libriurn conditions had been established. There is, no doubt,

rnoisture rnigration near the probe in the transient rnethod, but

the test rnay be concluded in a rnatter of 10 minutes or less; hence,

rnoisture movelnent is probably not a significant factor.

In all cases the investigators observed an increase of ther-

rnal conductivity as the rnoisture content increased. Sorne of these

results are shown in figure E - 1.

One rnethod for deterrnining Xi of dry rnaterial using dry"e

air flow is discussed by Kunii and Srnith (I2). To dete"rnirr" K'k
e

in this work one proceeds as follows:

Consider the general condensation equation:

aze

d €,-

. dc^rA- =
d6

.de- a-
dg

0.

If the air flowing through the systern is

rnaintained at a ternperature above the

zero. Thus, the general equation rnay

dry and the flow exit is

dew-point, then dor/d[ is

be written as
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a'e

^7
-+ de =o

aE

which rnay be integrated irnrnediately to give

de
EE -+e = CI E -Z

The differential equation E - Z rnay be expressed as the following

integral equation:

yie lds

[-"aE - IlL"E]

E-3

["0; -,.lt-t

L" a - r l

o(g) =.s$r" -QEat* .r.QE.

Thus,

e(6) = "r* "r"QE

subject to the following boundary condition:

l. e(0) = 0o

z. e (I) = el.

Applying the boundary conditions

e(g) = eo-(eo-er)

equivalently,

r(i) = ro-(To-TL)

or

E-4
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The procedure is to establish a flow of dry air through the Porous

bed, allow the systen-r to corne to steadv state, and then record the

ternperature distribution. Using equation E - 4 above, Q is chosen

such that T (x) closely approxirnates the observed data. Hence,

._L
K.' is then found by this value of Q and the equation:

e

u'N G" -%,n!-t\ =e9
>k

The dependence of K on flow rate is illustrated in figure

E - Z. These data are typical of the results obtained using 0.002-

inch mean particle diarneter granular alurninurn and 0. 003-inch

rrrean particle diarneter sandy soil. The descrepancy between the

present data and that predicted by Kunii and Srnith is attributed to

the particle size distribution. Kunii and Srnith used a graded

0.0043 inch particle diarneter where the present data were ob-

tained using a rnean particle diarneter which includes a range of

particle sizes. In all cases, however, a definite and significant

increase of therrnal conductivity was noted with an increase of

flow rate.

In the present work, if Q is to be controlled by the flow rate,
J,

then a K' vs percent rnoisture content curve rnust be establishede-
for the particular rnaterial in use. There are no known data

available relating the sirnultaneous effect of rnoisture content

and flow rate on the therrnal conductivity of packed beds. It is

conceivable that an estimate of K" "" effected by moisture content
e
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could be rnade by integrating the individual effects dernonstrated in

figures E - I and E - Z. This at best would undoubtedly be a Poor

estirnate, and even if it could be done with fair accuracy, there is

no convenient rnethod for estimating the rnoisture content within

the bed except through calculation. It is felt in this work that any

estirnate of K for a rnoist bed would be so inaccurate that it would
e

be useless for practical application. For this reason, it is decid-

edly rnore practical to control the process by the rnid-point temper-

ature method as is discussed on pages 18-20 of. this paper.

It is desirable, however, to know the value of X{, for the dry
e

bed under approximately the sarne flow conditions that occur during
)k

initiation of the process. If this value of Ku is known then the

process rrlay be initiated by the flow rate,

6K,e
l-"a-e L

Prn
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA
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EXPERIMEI{T NO. 1

POROUS MATERIAL: Spherical glass beads - 0.008-inch mean particle diameter

SPECIFIC GRAVITY: 1.55
Ke *oF oni aeo lonv AIR FIow MEASURE): 0. 16 BTU/hr. -ft. -oF.

PIN CONFIGURATION AND N4ATERIAL: N/A
NUMBER AND SIZE OF PINS: N/A
THERIvIAL CONDUCTIVITY OF PINS, h: N/A
LENGTH OF TEST SECTION, L: 1.5 inch
AREA OF TEST SECTION, Arr 23.75 square indres

TOTAL OPERATION TIME: 16 hours

rIME MAss '.t- tU e (. 5) Po

HoURS,t FLOW, G to - r, .'TIMUM in.Hg 0 t{.l

o o. 620 0. s32 0.583 30. 00 0-234 0

8 1,240 0.625 0.583 30. OO - 0

t6 1. 56 o. ss4 0. s83 30.00 - 0

TEMPERATURE "T

t SAT. ENTRY T

TANK orarvrsin 
'o x/L '17 '33 '50 '67 '83 TL1'00

o 79.8 N/A 7O,O - 65. 8 63.4 61. 6 58.6 56. 1

8 7s.6 N/A 68,8 - 66. O 64.0 61. 7 58.7 56.0

16 67.8 N/A 69.0 - 65.4 63,2 61.2 58.4 s6.0

LOCATION
xlL .o-.t7 ,17-,33 .33-.50 .50-.67 .67-.83 .83]LOO

PERCENT

MOTSTURE * O. 92 o. 85 0. 77 0. 82 0. 83 0. 86

* CALCUI.ATED ON A DRY WEIGHT BASIS.

MAXIMUMVARIABILITY: c = 5.5%
3

AVERAGE CONDENSATION RATE : MEASURED z 23.8 gm. /hr. -ft.

Note: Extracted from reference 14.
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EXPERIMENT NO. 2

POROUS MATERIAL: Flaly aluminum - 0.oo2.indr mean particle diameter

SPECIFIC GRAVITY: 1.60

K"* oF DRY BED (DRY AIR FLOW MEASURE): 0. 117 BTU/hr. -ft. -oF.

PIN CONFIGURATION AND MATERIAL: N/A
NUMBER AND SIZE OF PINS: N/A
THERMAL CONDUCTTVITY OF PINS, KP: N/A
LEIICTH OF TEST SECTION, L: 3.0 inch
AREA OF TEST SECTION, A.: 23.75 square inches

TOTAL OPERATION TIME " 16 hours

TrME MAss ''r- tI, e (.5) 
'o

HOURS, t FIOW, G to - t, oPTIMUM in.Hg I0+
o o. 18 0.531 0.536 30. 00 0.095 0

10 o. 58 0.530 0.536 30.00 - 0

1s t.125 0.552 0.536 30.20 - 0

TEMPERATURE -F

t sAT' ENTRY To x/L.17 .33 .50 .67 '83 T-1'oo

o 7g.8 7s.6 79.4 78.t 76,6 74,8 73.3 7t.6 69.6

10 7g.g 7s.7 79.6 78.3 76.8 74.9 73.4 7t.6 69.6

L6 7g,8 79.6 79.4 78.3 76.8 75.0 73,5 71,7 69.6

LocATIoN o-.tz ,tz-.gz .33-.50 . so-.67 .62-,83 .83-1.00
xlL
PERCENT

MOISTURE * 0.66 O.7O 0.68 0.66 0.69 o,7o

* CALCUI.ATED ON A DRY WEIGHT BASIS.

MAXIMUM VARIABIUTY : a = 2,9%
3

AVERAGE CONDENSATION RATE : MEASURED : 20. 7 grt. /hr. -ft.
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EXPERIMENT NO. 3

POROUS MATENAL: Flaky aluminum - 0.@2'inch mean particle diameter

SPECIFIC GRAVITY: 1.60 o
K"* OF DRY BED (DRY AIR FLOW MEASURE): 0. ll7 BTU/hr. -ft. - F.

PIN CONFIGURATION AND MATERIAL: N/A
NUMBER AND SIZE OF PINS: N/A
THERIVIAL CONDUCTryITY OF PINS, Kr: N/A
LENGTH OF TEST SECTION, L: 3.0 inch
AREA OF TEST SECTION, As' 23.75 square inches

TOTAL OPERATION TIME: 22 hours

TIME
HOURS, t

tvIASS

FIOW, G

T -T.5 _L
T -T-oL

e (.5)
OPTIMUM

0.557

o.557

0.557

P
o

in.Hg ++

0

6

22

o.5t7

1. 08

3.09

0. s8

0.57

0.59

30.00

30.30

31. ,tO

o.272 0.00

0.02

0.10

TEMPEMTURE
SAT. ENTRY

TANK CHAI\AER
T

o x/L . L7 .33 .50 .67 .83 TL 1.00

0

6

22

80. 8

80. 8

80.6

80.5

80.6

80.1

80.4

80.4

80.0

78.s

78.6

78,2

76,3

76.5

76.3

74,2

74,3

74.2

71,5

71.8

71.2

68.3 6s.8

69.2 66.3

68.7 65.8

LOCATION
x/L

PERCENT

MOISTURE *

o-, 17 .t7-.33 .33-. 50 . 50-.67 .67-.83 .83-1.00

t.02 t.02 t.12 1. 15 1.25 t.32

CALCUI.ATED ON A DRY WEIGHT BASIS

MAXIMUM VANABIUTY : cr = t2.8%
3

AVERAGE CONDENSATION RATE z 23.4 gm. /hr. -ft.
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EXPERIMENT NO. 4

POROUS MATERTAL: Sandy Soil - 0.003-inch mean particle diameter

SPECIFIC GRAVITY : 1.55 o
K"* OF DRY BED (DRY AIR FLOW MEASURE) : 0. l0BTU/hr. -ft. - F'

PIN CONTIGURATION AND N4ATERIAL : N/A
NUIVBER AND SIZE OF PINS : N/A
THERI4AL CONDUCTfVITY OF PINS, K, : N/A
LEIIGTH OF TEST SECTION, L : 3. O inches

AREA OF TEST SECTION, A, : 23.75 square inches

TOTAL OPERATION TIME : 25 hours

rIME MAss :.t- :t e (. 5) ,-i:- + +HOURS, t FIOW,G ,o - t, O'TIMUM in.Flg

o 0.15 0.542 0.557 30.00 0.091 0

10 o. 16 0.530 0. s57 30.00 - 0

25 o. 18 0.545 0.557 30.07 - 0

o
TEMPERATURE F

f' sAT' ENTRY- 
'o x/L . t7 .33 .50 .67 . 83 TL 1' 00

TANK CHAMBER

o 81.8 81.6 81. 4 79,1 76.9 74.5 71.4 69,3 66.3

10 81.6 81.4 81.2 78.7 76.6 74,2 7t.2 69.1 66.2

25 81. 5 81. 1 81. 0 78,8 76.5 74.2 71.2 69, L 66.2

IocATIoN o.fi .tz-.zz .33-.50 .so-.62 .Gz-.83 .83-1.00
x/L

PERCENT
MOISTURE * 0.216 0. 188 O.2lO O,2t3 0. 185 O. 185

* CALCUI,.ATED ON A DRY WEIGHT MSIS.

MAXIMUM VARIABILITY ; a = 7.5%
3

AVERACE CONDENSATION RATE : MEASURED: 3.48 gm. /hr. -ft.
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D(PERIMENT NO. 5

POROUS MATERIAT : Sandy Soil - 0.003jnch mean particle diameter

SPECIFIC GRAVITY : 1.55
K"* OF DRY BED (DRY AIR FLOW MEASURE) : 0.10 BTU/hr. -ft. -oF.

PIN CONFIGURATION AND IVIATENAL : N/A
NUMBER AND SIZE OF PINS : N/A
THERIvIAL CONDUCTMTY OF PINS, Kn : N/A
LENGTH OF TEST SECTION, L: 3.0 inches

AREA OF TEST SECTION, A, : 23.75 square indres

TOTAL OPERATION TIME: 25 hours

o o. 15 0.540 0. s36 30.00 0.092 0

L2 O, 17 0.5,O 0. 536 30. 0O - 0

25 o. 19 0.538 0.536 30.05 - 0

TIrtE MASS T.s'Tt a t (\ 'o

-

HOURS, t FIOW,G ,o - ,L. O'TIMUM in.Hg + +

TEMPERATURE "F

t sAT. ENTRY To x/L.17 .33 .sO .67 .83 TL1.0O
TANK CHAIVIBER

o 80.5 80.4 80.3 78.9 77.4 7s,7 74.O 72.3 70,3

t2 80.4 80.2 80. O 78.5 77. t 75.4 73,8 7t.8 70,O

25 80.4 80.3 80. 1 78.5 76.9 75,2 73.4 71,3 69.5

LOCATION
x/L
PERCENT

MOISTURE x O. 1O8 O, Ltz O. LLz O. 109 O. Ll4 0. 110

* CALCULATED ON A DRY WEIGHT MSIS.

MAXIMUMVARIABIUTY: c = 2.7
3

AVERAGE CONDENSATION RATE : MEASURED : 1.96 gm. /hr. -ft.
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D(PERIMENT NO. 6

POROUS MATERIAL : Sandy Soil - 0.003-inch mean Particle diameter

SPECIFIC GRAVITY : 1.55
K"* OF DRY BED (DRY AIR FLow MEASURE) : 2.1 BTU/hr. -ft. -oF.
PIN CONFIGURATION AND MATERIAL : Uniform C-section, 18.8 stainless steel

NUIIBER AND SIZE OF PINS : 103, 0.093 inch diameter
THERIVIAL CONDUCTMTY OF PINS, KD : 9 BTU/hr. -ft. -oF.
LENIGTH OF TEST SECTION, L : 1.5 in'ches

AREA OF TEST SECTION, Ar: 23.75 square inches

TOTAL OPERATION TIME: 16 hours

TIME
HOURS, t

MASS

FIOW, G
';t-',,
T -ToL

o.537

0. s34

o.537

e (.5)
OPTIMUM

P
o

in. Hg

30. 1

30. 1

30. 1

++

0

6

16

7.8

8.2

8.9

0.582

0. 582

0.532

o,22 0.00

0.00

o.02

TEMPERATURE

SAT. ENTRY
TANK CHAMBER

x/L . t7 .33 .50 .67 .83
TL 1.00T

o

6

L6

73.2

73.4

73,3

70.2

68.6

67,6

63.4

62.5

62.O

s8.0 55.5

s7.6 s5.5

57.3 55.5

LOCATION
x/t
PERCENT

MOISTURE *

o-. L7 , L7-.?3 .33-.50 . 50-.67 ,67-.83 .83-1. OO

6.2 5.7 5.5 ).5 s.4 5.6

CALCULATED ON A DRY WEIGHT BASIS.

MAXIMUMVARIABIUTY t a = 7,8

AVERAGE CONDENSATION RATE : MEASURED : 159 gm. /hr. -ft.

Note: Extracted from reference 14.
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E}CPERIMENT NO. 7

POROUS MATERIAL : Sandy Soil - 0.003-inch mean particle diameter

SPECIFIC GRAVITY : 1.55 o
K"* OF DRY BED (DRY AIR FLOW MEASURE) : 2. 1 BTU/hr. ft. - F.
pIN CONFIGURATION AND N4ATERIAL : Uniform C-section, 18.8 stainless steel

NUi/BER AND SIZE OF PINS : 103, 0.093 inch diameter
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF PINS, Kp : 9 BTU/hr. -ft. -oF.

LENGTH OF TEST SECTION, L : 1.5 inches

AREA OF TEST SECTION, A, : 23.75 square indres

TOTAL OPERATION TIME: 10 hours

TIME
HOURS, t

MASS

Flow, G

T -Ti5L

'"-t
0.578

0.580

0.586

e(.5)
OPTIMUM

P
o

in. Hg {Ja

0

6

10

7.5

8.1

8.7

0.582

0.582

0. s82

30.2

30.2

30. 3

o,22 o.02

0.02

0. 03

TEMPERATURE 
qF

SAT. ENTRY
TANK CHi{MBER

I
o x/L ,17 .33 .67 .83 TL 1.00

66.3

66.3

66,2

.50
(Est. )

64. L

64.0

64. t

61.7

61.5

61.4

56.4

s6.4

56.7

0

6

10

76, t

75.8

76. t

69.7

69.5

69.3

o-.17 . t7 -.33 .33-. 50 .50-.67 ,67-.83 .83-1.00LOCATION
x/L

PERCENT

MOISTURE * 3,71 3.56 3.59 3.56 3.64 3,82

CALCUI.ATED ON A DRY WEIGHT MSIS.

MAXIMLIM VARIABIUTY:(r = 3.53

AVERAGE CONDENSATION RATE :

Note: Extracted fiom reference 14.

3
MEASURED : 162 gm. /hr. -ft.
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EXPERIMENT NO. 8

POROUS MATERIAL : Sandy soil - 0.OO&inch mean particle diameter

SPECIFIC GRAVITY : 1.55
K"* OF DRY BED (DRY AIR FLOW MEASURE) : could not calculate
PIN CONFIGURATION AND I\4ATER[AL: Uniform C-section, aluminum
NUMBER AND SIZE OF PINS : 200, 0.093 inch diameter
THERMAL CONDUCTMTY OF PINS, KD : 89.0 BTU/hr. -ft. 

oF.

LEI$GTH OF TEST SECTION, L : 3.0 i'nches

AREA OF TEST SECTION, A, : 23.75 square indres

TOTAL OPERATION TIME : 3 hours

TIME
HOURS, t

MASS

FIOW, G

T. 
s- 

Tr

T -T-oL

"a"
0.480

0.506

e(. 5)
OPTIMUM

P
o

in, i:g +0

1

2

J

55.0

s5.0

54. O

0.530

0.530

0.530

40. 5

40.7

41,5

0.84

0.86

o.92

TEMPERATURE OF

SAT.
TANK

ENTRY
CHAMBER

80.3

80.3

80.4

x/L .17 .33 .s0 ,67 .83 TL 1' oo

1

2

3

80.5

80.5

80. 5

76,2

77.3

77,5

70,8

72,3

73,O

68.6

69.9

71.2

66,7

68.3

69.5

64,7

66.4

67,7

62,5 58. s

64.2 60.0

65.4 61.3

LOCATION
x/L

PERCENT

MOISTURE *

o-. t7 , t7-.33 . 33-. 50 . 50-.67 .67-.83 , 83-1.00

5. 01 5. 05 3.91 2. t9 2.28 2.89

CALCUI.ATED ON A DRY WEIGHT BASIS,

MAXIMUM VANABILITY : c = 38.8%

AVERAGE CONDENSATION RATE : MEASURLD z 487 sm. /hr. -ft.
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EXPERIMENT NO. 9

POROUS MATERIAL 3 Sandy soil - 0..003'inch mean particle diameter
SPECIFIC GRAVITY : 1.55
K"* OF DRY BED (DRY AIR FLOW MEASURE) : could not calculate
PIN CONFIGURATION AND MATERIAL : I{alf-lengt}r conical taper, aluminum
NUIvIBER AND SIZE OF PINS : 200, 0.093 inch base diameter
THERMAL CONDUCTMTY OF PINS, Kp : 89 BTU/hr. -ft. -oF.
LENGTH OF TEST SECTION, L : 3,0 inches
AREA OF TEST SECTION, As l 23 .75 square inches

TOTAL OPERATION TIME : 2 hours

TIME MASs '.r- 
t, e (. 5) 'o

HOURS,I FIOW, G T. - t OPTIMUM in.Hg + +

1 64.0 0.567 . 530 41.0

2 6s.O 0.594 .530 41,6

_ o.B9

- 0.93

t SAT. ENTRY T T- 1.OO

TANK crnmin o x/L ,17 . 33 . so .67 . 83 L

TEMPERATURE OF

1 84.2 84,1 84.0 80.7 77,3 74,s 72.r 67.9 61,9

2 84.2 84.O 82.7 79.8 76.4 78,8 7t,2 67.0 61.2

LOCATION
wtl

PERCENT

MOISTURE * z.LO 2,31 z,OL 2.22 3. L7 4.37

* CALCUI"ATED ON A DRY WEICHT BASIS,

MAXIMUM VARIABILITY: a = 37.O%
3

AVERAGE CONDENSATION RATE : MEASURED : 6C8. O gm. /hr. -ft.
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EXPERIMENT NO. 10

POROUS MATERIAL : Sandy soil - 0.0o3-inch mean particle diameter
SPECIFIC GRAVITY : 1.55
Ke* OF DRY BED (DRY AIR FLOW MEASURE) : could not measure

PIN CONFIGURATION AND MATERIAL : Full conical taper, aluminum
NUIVIBER AND SIZE OF PINS z 2OO, 0.093 inch base diameter
THERMAL CONDUCTMITY OF PINS, Kp : 89.0 BTU/hr. -ft. -oF.
LEI{GTH OF TEST SECTION, L : 3.0 inches
AREA OF TEST SECTION, As t 23.75 square indres
TOTAL OPERATION TIME: 2-314 hours

rrME MASS T.r- 
'L e (. 5) Po

HOURS, t FIOW, G to - t, OPTIMUM ingg. O +

1 53.2 0. s65 0. s31 38.7

2 54.7 0.575 0.s31 39,2

o,67

o.7t

TEMPERATURE ,F

sAT ' ENTRY to x/L . tz . 33 . so ,G7 . 83 TL 1' 00

TANK CHAMBER

1 83.7 83.5 80. t 77.5 74.6 71.3 6&0 64.1 60.0

2 83.6 83.3 79.8 74.4 74.4 71,2 67.9 64,t 59.9

LOCATIOl.I--.,------ o-.t7 ,17-.33 .33-.s0 .s0-.67 .67-.83 .83-1.0ox/L
PERCENT

MOTSTURE x 3.34 3.30 3.63 3.42 3.58 3.65

* CALCUI.ATED ON A DRY WEIGHT BASIS.

MAXIMUM VARIABILITY : a = 4.4%
3

AVERAGE CONDENSATION RATE : MEASURED : 576 gm. /hr. -ft.
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EXPERIMENT NO. 11

POROUS I\4ATERIAL: Sandy soil, 0.O03-inch mean particle diameter

SPECIFIC GRAVITY : 1.55
K"* OF DRY BED (DRY AIR FLOW MEASURE) : Could not calculate
PIN CONFIGURATION AND I4ATERIAL : FulI conical taper, aluminum

NUIvBER AND SIZE OF PINS : 200, 0.093 inch base diameter

THERMAL CONDUCTMfi OF PINS, KD: 89.0 BTU/hr. -ft. -oF.

LENGTH OF TEST SECTION, L : 3,0 iriches

AREA OF TEST SECTION, A, : 23.75 square inches

TOTAL OPERATION TIME : 2-314 hours

TIME
HOURS, t

MASS

FIOW, G
€(.5)

OPTIMUM

P
o

in. Hg

t. r- ',,
T .T-
oL
t.*
0.56

++

1

2

50.5

51.5

0.535

0.535

37. L

37.3

0.54

0.55

TEMPERATUPS, 
OF

SAT.
TANK

ENTRY

ailIYBER

80.9

80.9

x/L , t7 .33 .50 .67 .83 TL 1.OO

81.0

81.0

80.7

79.8

78. L

77,3

72,7

72,4

69.6

69. 5

75.4

74.9

66.4 63.0

66.3 63.0

LOCATION
x/L

PERCENT

MOISTURE X

.17 . t7-.33 .33-. 50 . 50-.67 ,67-,83 .83-1. @

3.32 3.32 3. 51 3. 56 3.4t 3,28

CALCUIATED ON A DRY WEIGHT BASIS.

MAXIMUM VARTABILITY : cF = 4,O9%
3

AVERAGE CONDENSATION RATE : MEASURED l 527 gm. /hr. -ft.




